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CHAPTER

.!.. :

INTRODUCTION

This thesis is concerned with certain aspects of the
socialization of aspiring professional musicians.

Specifi-

cally, it deals with factors which influence a music student's
self-appraisal of his skill and his choice of a

speci~ic

pro-

fession
within the music world •
....
."
-

The students under consideration are enrolled in the Oberlin
Conservatory of MUsic, one of the top music conservatories in
this country.

They came to Oberlin in order to learn the skills

necessary to carry out a career in music.

Most are enrolled as

performance majors and hope to make a career of musical performance.
However, the music world is such that very few musicians are
able to earn their living through performance.

The majority of

music jobs avaliable are in the area of music teaching.

While

a performance career is sought by most students, only those who
have the highest level of performance skill can realistically
hope to have a good chance of securing a full-t.ime performance
job once they leave the SChool.
MUsic students hold no illusions about the difficulty of
securing a performance career.

Besides attempting to improve

their musical skill, music students must also evaluate their
skill in relation 'to the skill of others, and thereby attempt
to judge what their chances are of eventually being successful
in their chosen career.

It seems to be a reasonable assumption

that people will not continue to attempt to' accomplish something
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when they do not feel they have what it takes to succeed.

Only

so long as a music student feels he is (or can become) adequately
skillful in music will he continue to pursue a music career.
A student's evaluation of his musical skill, as part of his
evaluation of his self, is by its nature social (Mead, 1970).
It is especially influenced by what significant others think of
his skill --- that is; those others whose opinions of a student's
skill are especially important because of their relationship with
the student or because of the reference group(s) they represent.
The relationships a person forms with significant others have been
found to strongly influence the development of that person's
concept of himself (for example, see Kuhn, 1964;

Denzin, 1966;

stryker, 1957).
In addition,the reference groups a person uses as comparison
groups on which to base judgements of his own skill, as well as
the reference groups to which a person aspires, are important in
the development of a person's concept of his self (for example,
see Davis, 1966;

werts and Watley, 1969;

Kemper, 1968).

Through comparisons of his skill with reference groups and
the feedback concerning his skill received from significant others,
a student comes to form his own view of his skill, and assesses
his skill as to whether it is or will be adequate to the career
he hopes to pursue.

The music school as an organization may

influence the student's assessment through controlling the feedback he receives from significant others, encouraging the use of
certain groups as reference groups, and formally and informally
communicating its view to the student through various mechanisms.
The school is involved not only in teaching the student musical

J
skills, but in teaching the student to adequately appraise the
musical skill he has.

As Charles Kadushin writes in his study of

Jul11iard and Manhattan music students:
"From the point of view of the students themselves, the
meaning of music school lies in the acquisition of musical
skills. To the field as a whole, the weeding out of the
incompetent is an important function of conservatories.
For if the standards of excellence are not imparted in
school, then the more cruel world of commercial audition
and audience reaction will enforce its standards. Better
to promote an image of reality under the sympathetic aegis
of teachers than the indifferent ear of contractors and
impressarios." (1968: Chapter V, p. 10)
Moreover, the school as an organization must contend with'
constraints placed upon it by its environment (Thompson, 1967).
The market for professional performing musicians is very small.
\

Only those students with extremely fine skill in performance have
a realistic chance of being successful in a performing career.
Given these considerations, it might logically be thought
that students enter the sChool with a certain view of their skill,.
and certain career plans.

Through formal and informal mechanisms

available to them, largely through the school, these stUdents
receive additional feedback concerning their skill and keep or
change their own view of their skill.

They are also gradually

taught the 'reality of the performance world:
it.

very few will make

If they view their performing skill as high, they will be

inClined to at.tempt
a performing career.
,

If they view it as

not so high, they learn that they may switch to another area of
the music profession or drop out altogether.

One would, then,

expect to find what Kadushin found when considering similar
questions in his study:
'·What do students learn about their future careers while
they are in music school? They learn to lower their
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sights (or drop out altogether). The effect of a music
school upon career choice is to push more students in the
direction of teaching and to discourage many from attempting
a career only as a performer." (1968: Chapter VII, p. 57)
However, this does not seem to be the case at Oberlin.

The

majority of those who graduate do so with a performance degree.
As will be shown below, most students as a first choice plan to
attempt a performance career.
This thesis attempts to discover why the anticipated switch
away from performance as a planned career does not occur.

The

major questions to be confronted are:
1.

What are the characteristics of the socialization process
which takes place at the school in relation to a student
developing a certain view of his own skill?

2.

How does the student's view of his skill relate to his
choice of a performance or a non-performance career
plan?

3.

How can the fact that there is little change of career
plans in the direction of teaching be explained?

Chapter II attempts to outline in more detail the expectations
which were very briefly discussed above.

It discusses a theory

of socialization by which a student would be expected to be socialized toward a realistic view of his skill.

It also sets forth,

on the basis of organization theory, reasons why the music school
would be expected to influence the student's judgement of his own
skill, and explicates the mechanisms by which the school can
wield such influence.
Chapter III relates these general theories to Oberlin.

After

briefly describing the Oberlin Conservatory of MUsic, some contingencies on the general theory are discussed in light of factors
peculiar to Oberlin.

A set of hypotheses is presented which

attempts to support the theory of socialization set forth.
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Chapter IV explains the methods used in obtaining the data
needed to test these hypotheses. as well as the methods of scaling
. used in data analysis.
Chapter V is devoted to presenting the results of the tests
of the various hypotheses.
Chapter VI begins by focusing on spme characteristics of
the distribution of career changes.

It then presents a causal

model of factors influencing a student's view of his skill and .
his career choice, in hopes of further clarifying the expected
socialization process.
Chapter VII summarizes the conclUsions and discusses their
possi ble causes and implications.
are also outlined.

FUrther areas for re search

(

CHAPTER

g.:

THEORY
The music school is an organization.
different from, other organizations.

It is similar to, and

It teaches students in one

of the most esoteric, subjective disciplines man has yet invented,
but it is a vocational, not liberal arts, education which is
offered.
world's

student musicians are brought into contact with the
musical traditions representing some of the most

~reat

human and spiritual creativity Man has ever brought forth, yet
they also come in contact with the fact that they are studying
toward a career in one of the most competitive businesses in
existence.

The faculty consists of extremely talented profes-

sionals, but, in the sociological sense,
they are full professionals
. ,
.~

only because of their status as faculty:

as musicians, with the

expert Skills and training required of professionals, their precarious Position with regard to economics and control over their
work would allow them only semi-professional status at best.
What can be said specifically about the structure of the
music conservatory?

First, it employs what can be termed "in-

tensive technology" (Thompson, 1967).

Unlike an automobile

\

factory, where part is added to part in a very predictable way,
until the finished product rolls off the line, the music school
must attempt to mold people.

Its "product" is people, with

certain particular Skills and certain particular values and outlooks concerning the profession they are entering.

The music

school oannot merely combine parts, or feed information into its
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future product as though onto a tape, expecting it to be read
.back at will.

The school must attempt, given certain. human

talent which differs with each aspiring mUsician, to mold that
talent into the best musical skill of which it is possible.

It

also must attempt, given certain human personalities, to give
each student the values and disciplines necessary to use musical
skill in the career to which the student aspires.

These are far

less certain, more perilous tasks than those confronting General
Motor.s or Ford.
Following from this fact is the basic organizational structure of the music sChool.

This lIIay be terllled "professional"

rather,. than "bureaucratic" (Blau and scott, 1962).

A vertical

line structure is not adequate for an organization employing
intensi ve technology.

such a structure presumes that specific

procedures can be formulated which, when applied to the object
being worked on, will with a high degree of certainty yield a
predictable finished product.

If this is the case, the functions

of bureaucratic rules (Gouldner, 1954) and the functions of vertical communications and status structures are very great.
Workers do not need to operate a great deal of discretion in
the performance of their jobs.

They can, for the most part,

just "follow the rules".
However,no one has yet designed a set of rules adequate to
the training of a professional musician, or a doctor, or an
English professor, or a lawyer.

The teaching of human indivi-

duals necessarily embodies a great deal of uncertainty.

There

is not an industrial engineer in the world who would dare attempt
to put specifications on a trained musician.

Since evaluation of
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the

finish~d

product cannot be specified in fairly universal

terms, and since the means of training mUsicians cannot be set
down specifically through a set of bureaucratic rules, a great
deal of discretion must be given to the teachers as to how they
will refine their students' musical raw material.
experts

They are the

they must judge how it is do be done.

To this pOint, we could easily have been talking about the
teaching of any subject in an undergraduate college.

However,

there are some major differences between a college and a conservatory.

The most important of these differences is the con-

servatory's emphasis on vocational skills.

The conservatory is

a vocational school.

It teaches students the skills necessary to

make music a career.

Its closest counterpart in a liberal arts

college would be an education department, where teaching as a
trade is taught as part of the curriculum.

Except for the

specialized nature of the subject matter, a music education
department in a conservatory wouid do the same thing.

However,

in a conservatory, performance departments are solely concerned
wi th teaching a trade, or, if you will, an art:
performance
reasons:

0,

that of musical

Tho se who, enter a conservatory do so for two

to develop their musical skill, and to prepare them-

selves fora career in music.

The school's goals reflect these

goals of its students.
Faculty, therefore, must be drawn from those trained in a.
trade, not only a subject.

All are trained in music.

Some are

trained, like college professors, in broad specialized intellectual
areas of music, such as music history, theory. or ethnomusicology,
but the vast majority have speoialized in a trade, be it a certain
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instrument or music education.

Those who teach instruments or

voice very often are still performers, with many still earning
their primary source of income from performance.

An exception

to this is Oberlin, where the faculty is primarily composed of
full:"'time teachers.

But even here, although there i s'much less

current performing by faculty members than there is at, for
!3xample, Juilliard or Manhattan, mo st all, if not all, of the
performance faculty has had very extensive performing experience.
As has been implied in setting forth some of the characteri stics of the music school, it cannot be seen by any means as a
"closed sYstem" • .The.music:·school·:.is viewed instead as an "open
system"' (Thompson, 1967), one which must interact with its
enVironment, and to a great degree.
straints on its operation.

This puts certain con-

In the first place, it must depend

upon its environment for its "input", or students.

It must

attempt to find. from its environment students it feels it can
with relative certainty train to become good and

~ccessful

professional musicians.
"An organization can control specific inputs ••..• best

when it can establish a standard above which it will accept
inputs, and below which it will reject inputs" (Perl stadt , 1972,
p. 81).

The music school has a great problem in maximizing this

potential.

•
While,
compared with medical or law students applying

for' entrance at their professional schools, music students apply
with a high degree of expertise in their field before entering
. formal professional training, there are still two important constraints on the conservatory.
best talent that applies.

One is the problem of judging the
.
It 1s not hard for a musician to judge
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a poor musician from a good one, but it is extremely difficult
to judge a Eotentially good musician from a Eotentially fine one.
Any faculty member could cite scores of examples of students who,
entering as good freshmen, graduated four years later with very
little musical improvement, as well as scores who barely edged
their way into the freshman class, only to bloom, graduate with
honors, and. become "stars" in the music world.
The second problem is that the competition among conservatori~s

for the best talent is extremely fierce.

As is the case

wi th most colleges and professional schools, the "status" of that
school is extremely important.

There are five or six music

schools in this country which are generally regarded in the music
world as being the best.

Each has distinct advantages and dis-

advantages in being able to attract students.
to study wi th a certain teacher at one school.
the location of another.

Students may hope
They may prefer

The outside job opportunities may be

espeCially attractive at another.
mo st inn ting at yet another.

The financial aid offer may be

Thi s adds up to the fact that for

\

a school to send an acceptance letter to the best cellist it has
auditioned in decades is no certainty that they will obtain him
as input.

He may simply get more money elsewhere, or not like

rainy plains.
Obtaining top input for a music school is extremely critical
if' it is to maintain or improve its reputation.

The better the

input, the better are the chances of molding it into top output.
And the better the output, the better are the chances that the
output will obtain excellent jobs in the music world.

The eXis-

tence of the music school asa top school' 1s to a great extent
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determined by the jobs its graduates receive.

There is no other

objective way for the environment to evaluate the worth of the"
music school but by its graduates.

The faculty individually

must rely on their students in order to build a reput,ation.

It

is the reputation of a school, built ,by its graduates, which
prospective input uses to assess whether or not the school is
worth attending.
The situation is made all the more critical when the employment situation in the music field is considered.

As is the case

with all creative arts in America today, very few musicians earn
their living through their music (Wilson, 1964, p. 27).

There are

many more trained musicians than there are jobs for them.
is especially true, in the performing field.

This

Unlike the gra.duate

of a medical school, who can be assured of making at least a
decent living in his field, the employment prospects of even the
best music school graduates are questionable.

Therefore, it is

critical for the organization that it train students who will be
in a competitive position to obtain some of the limited job
,resources, as only through &Cod feedback from the graduates in
good jobs can

th~

school itself in the long run be maintained.

Moreover, the job situation, as in other fields, is espeCially
tough on those who aspire to the "top status" jobs.

There is a

()

defini te hierarchy of status accorded to jobs in -mu si c- (I3en sman , _
1972).
teacher.

In general, the performer is rated much higher than the
Such, a phenomenon is not unusual for a profession

a surgeon is rated higher in status than a psychiatrist in the
,medical world.

But this fact does not effect the ,rnedit:al;'scnool

in that no firm deCision has to be made by its students before
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graduation as to what specialty they plan to go into.
student must make a certain commitment
he be a performance major?

~ ~

The music

enrolls.

A music education major?

Should

While

changes in major are made, it entails abandoning a certain commitment toward a

cours~

of future action, and the making of

another commi tment, and. all that that entails, both for the
,student and the school.

In the context not under consideration,

a student in performance is heading toward a higher status job
which, if he makes it, will reflect extremely well upon the
school.

But the chances of his making it, even if his skill is

ex.ceptionally good, are slim.

A student in ed.ucation, music

history, or music theory will eventually teach and/or do
scholarly work, jobs which are somewhat easier to obtain, yet,
while no less intrinsically valuable, do not carry the glory for
either the school or the musician that a performing job holds.
Therein lies the dilemma.
"system";

The music school is

that of the profe!lsional music world.

pa~t

of a

Its market is

the orchestras, schools, chamber groups, opera companies, and
music societies which employ musicians.

Success of its graduates

in the market is essential to the maintenance of the music school.
success for the school can best be assured by the placing of its
graduates in high status "performing" positions.
where the market is most constrained.

yet that is

The music school as an

organization can be expected to attempt to control the uncertainty of the market (Thompson, 1967), either externally if it can
gain power over the market, or internally, by maintaining flexibility as to the areas of the market,it can successfully serve.
No conservatory maintains a monopoly on talent in any particular

area of music ; therefore its power over the market is minimal.
How, then, might it adjust internally to mazimize its flexibili ty?
Were the training of musicians like the manufacture of cars,
the solution might not be too difficult.

It would seem logical

for the organization to train only its very top input, the
Cadillacs, as it were, to be professional performers, and concentrate on making excellent teachers out of the Chevrolets.
This way, there would not be a great surplus of performers in a
market which cannot support them and yet needs excellent teachers.
BUt the" school is not concerned with making automobiles.

A

person's career is not merely a niche for which he is judged by
society to be well fit, considering the state of the market.

A

person brings many things to the process of career choice over
which the organization can wield limited, albeit powerful, control:
his desires, personality, values, ideals.
following questions can be asked:

Nevertheless, the

To what extent,does the oon-

servatory attempt to influence the career choioes of the students?
Does it do so, intentionally or unintentionally, in such a way
as to move toward an equilibrium with its market environment?
What mechanisms does it have at its disposal to attempt to effect
these changes, and how are they used?
\

Kadushin, in his study of Jullliard and Manhattan Schools of
MUsio students (1968), found that there was a general shift from
students planning to go into a performance career to those
students deciding to go into a teaching career.*

He explains

* Kadushins's measures differ from those of this, study to the
extent that a systematicoomparison of results would not be

this as an adjustment to reality by the students to the fact
that many stand little or no chance of being successful in a
i

performance career, and that they had better become trained in
another field if they plan to earn their liVing.

benefiCial. However, his Chapter V ("subjectivity and Objectivity
in the Judgement of Excellence: Talent, Skill, and Grades") and
his Chapter VII ("Career Expectations") yield conclusions most
relevant to the considerations of this study.
As mentioned in the Introduction, Kadushin found career
expectations to change from performance to teaching. H~ found
that the school experience tended to alter the student's shortrange career plans, which in turn tended to become hi s long-range
career plans. The Oberlin data do not allow a direct compari.
son, but it was the discrepency of Kadushin's theoretically
reasonable findings with the situation as viewed at Oberlin
which led to a consideration of the questions presented in the
Introduction.
'
Concerning the formation by the student of a view of his
own skill, Kadushin found significant others played a most
important role, which is entirely consistent with the findings
being presented in this thesis. He also found that in order
to develop an "accurate" vi ew of hi s own skill, the st\,l.dent
was greatly helped by having numerous opportunities for
"testing" his skill through contact with other musicians and
playing outside the confines of the school itself. Related
to this is the great importance outs1de jobs and union membership have in developing a student's "professiol;la.l selfconcept" (Chapter VIII). On the basi s of thi s finding, it 1 s
predict¢d in this study that, since the location of Oberlin
does not allow such opportun1ties for "rea11ty testing" as
are available in New York City, the number of performances,
outside or inside the school, in which a student engages
would not be an important factor in the development of the
student's view of hi s skill, thereby placing more importance
on other factors. This is indeed found to be the case,
Finally, Kadushin found, as does this study, that students
of lower skill tend to plan to teach, and those of higher
skill tend t?\plan on a performance career.
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Kadushin sees the schools as having four main "levers" which
aid it in effecting changes in the career choices of students.
These are (Introduction; pp. 5-6);
1.

" •• '. the official recognition of a student's excellence
in music ,or his relative' lack of it."
This operates at Juilliard and Manhattan through:
a.

auditions before a faculty jury each spring;

b.

scholarships; and

c.

contests and competitions , within the sChool.

2.

" • • • participation in school activities such as the
various classes, performing groups, and most important,
the individual lessons • .". with the teacher of their
major instrument."

).

"A third lever, informal relations with fellow students
and with teachers, is not directly' controlled by the
school but mediates the recognition of excellence and
the participation in school activities.
'

4.

"The fourth lever is one over which the school s have
little control • • • : contact with the outside professional world of music."

This model will be brought up again later, modified somewhat, and considered in light of the Oberlin Cons'ervatory of
Music.

For now, its exposition illustrates one vital pOint:

the

"levers" which effect a student's career choice have a great deal
to do with that student's perception of his musical skills.

All

of the above factors serve to help the musician assess whether
or not the musical skills he possesses are adequate for the
career path ahead.

Beyond this, feedback gained through per-

formance or teaching experience gives the student an opportunity
to see, regardless of his skill, whether he would find enjoyment
and fUlfillment from

~uch

activities.

All,of which ,leads to the fact that, ,to understand the
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attempts of the organlzatlon to influence a student's career
cholce in pursult of certaln organlzatlonal goals and needs,
an understandlng of the 'relatlonship of a student's career
with other aspects of the student's plans, hopes, desires, and
overall personality must be reached.

This means confronting the

process of socialization of the indivldual carried out or attempted by the organization, which occurs at the point where
.the individual and the organization meet.

Some aspects of the

organization have been considered --- lt is now necessary to
consider

someaspec~s

of the indi vldual ~

A person must depend on the judgements of others in assessing
his particula'r skills, as well as in learnlng those skills, and
in learning and performing various SOCial roles.

He constantly

assesses feedback received from others in developing all aspects
of his concept of himself.
self (Mead, 1970).

Without SOCiety, ther.e can be no

This concept of self is very important in a

person's career decisions.

His view of himself and of his skills

(past, present, and future) place him in his own mind in a certain
·l.

position in society.
cian",

'~performer".

Why he decides to be a "professional musi"music teacher", and all that they entail

(or he thinks they entail) is to a great extent dependent on his
view of himself.

This view is not born in him, but is formed,

within certairi biological limits, by interaction between the person and his physical, cultural, and social envtronment.
The vie.wof people and groups of a person has a great influence on how he views himself.

Certain groups have a greater

effect on a person's self-concept than do others.

A person

comes to share the' perspecti ves of certain' groups, and turns to
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those perspectives when making decisions.
as "reference groups" (Shibutanl, 1955;

These groups are known
Becker, et. al., 1961).

The family is usually a most important reference group, especially
during a person's early life (Won, et, al., 1969).

Feer groups,

intellectuals, musicians, "Americans" are other examples.
Reference groups may be specific groups.

They may, however, be

fictional groups which have meaning in the mind of the actor.
Or they may be groups to which the actor aspires, but which
conjure in his mind images which are very distorted from reality.
Because of these facts, the "reference group" is hard to pin
down and use in empirical tests.
Related to the reference group, but. more promi sing because
of its more concrete, testable nature, is the concept of "significant others".

They are people .who for various reasons are

especially important to an actor with regard to his self concept,
world view, and role playing.

The significant other often belongs

to, represents, or reflects one or more reference groups.
are seen to be two related kinds of significant others:

There
the

"orientational other" and the "role-specific other".
According to Manford H. Kuhn (1964), the orientational other
contains four major attributes:
1.

They are others to whom the acto,r
, is most committed
emotionally and psychologically.)

2.

They are others ..rho have provided him wi th the
most crucial vocabulary, hence categories.

3.

They are others who provided and provide categories
of self and other and meaningful roles to which
they refer.

4.

They are others in communication with whom his self'concept is basically structured and/or changed.
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Role-speoifio others are those with whom the aotor's
relationship is not as basio, and is oonfined to relatively
role-specifio and/or short durational matters (Denzin, 1966).
When oonsidering the musioian, it is helpful to keep in
mind the above considerations and relate them to ideas brought
forth by Theodore D. Kemper (1968).

He defined three different

types of referenoe groups:
1.

Normative: those which define roles for the individual.

2.

Model: those whioh exemplify how roles are to be played.

3.

Audience.: those whioh provide antioipation or realization
of rewards for outstanding role performanoe.

For the purposes of this discussion, .the above types are
oonsidered as types of signifioant others rather than reference
groups.

Any signifioant other might fall into anyone or more

of the above groups.
Related to the above types are the four major functions of
signifioant others (Yinger, et. al., 1970):
1.

Material supports: financial aid; fOOd; shelter.

2.

Moral and emotional supports: deOision support;
help in time of emotional orisis.

3.

Instruction: teaching of skills; teaohing of roles.

4.

Advooacy: sponsorship into and through sooial networks.

At a partioular time, for a partioular individual, oertain
)

significant others fulfill (or fail to fulfill) the above
functions for the aspiring indiVidual.

The exposure of a

person to the three types of signifioant others, and how well
signifioant others fulfill the four functions, often effeots
whether or not an individual wi·ll begin or oontinue to strive
toward a oareer in professional music.
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Throughout this paper, significant others whose role in
relation to the student is primarily supportive will be called
expressive others.

Those whose role is primarily instructional

will be called instrumental others.*
Significant others provide feedback to the student concerning
his musical skill.

It is predicted that the more encouragement a'

student receives from significant others concerning his musical
skill, the higher will be the student's

oWn

view of his skill.

Particularly important at the time the student spends at the
conservatory will be those experts with 'whom he is most in
contact: the teachers.

As "instrumental" others and experts in

the student's anticipated field, their feedback can be eXpected
to greatly influence a student's View of hi s skill.
At the time of the student's entrance into music school, he
is already planning to become a professional musician.

Before

proceeding to consider what changes in those plans occur while
the student is at the sch?ol, a question must

be~sked:

why

did the student decide to be a musician in the first place?
While this is a topic beyond the scope of this paper, the question
must still be answered, at least in a very general sense.

All

of a person's experiences are to an extent cumulative --- supports
a musician has received in the past are to an extent important
regarding all his future decisions, whether he is conscious of
that fact or not.

* This is not to suggest that, for example, a family member does
not fulfill instructional f1t.Ylctions, or a teacher support1 ve ones.

For the student musician, however, the teacher will seldom provide financial, support. More importantlY"unless the student's'
family contains excellent musicians, the family can seldom give
musical instructional or advocacy functions to the student by the
time he enrolls in the Conservatory.
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For a person to eventually choose to pursue the formal study
of music, he must first of all be exposed to the musical symbols
of a culture.

i

'By musical symbols are meant those sounds and

Combinations of sound.s whi~h are culturallY' considered to be
music.
Once a person is exposed to musical symbols, he often begins
manipulating them himself.

When he does-, he must receive SOCial

support from some quarter in order for him to reach the point of
wanti~gto

be a musician.

He must also become aware of the

possible rewards available for assuming certain roles through
manipulation of musical symbols.
teach him the roles;

"Normative" significant others

"model" others provide role model s;

"audience d others give him the ,awareness of available rewards.
Often all three types of dothers" are first combined into one major
"orientational other", usually the family, although this is not
necessarily the case.

The important thing is that support for

musical activities must come from somewhere.

Wit~out

such

support, the person would give up making music and turn to something else where some form of social support might be forthcoming. , If the "looking-glass self" ccnsistently gets a bad
reflection when making music, there would be

nO further making of

that music.
The family usually provides the musician with his first
major encouragement in the field of music (Kadushin, 1968;
Cambor, 1962)., As a person grows up and has more and more
contact outside the home, his family usually becomes less important as significant others, and other people take their place
(Denzin, 1966;

stryker, 1957;

McDill and'Coleman, 1965;
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Pugh, et. al., 1971).
musician.

This is particularly true of the young

MOst study an instrument or voice at an early age,

coming in contact with a type of pe:r:son not usually encountered
by any other young person:

the private teacher.

Here is a

person outside the family with specialized knowledge in the
young person's area of interest; a person who takes a personal,
private interest in helping the young person develop his talents.
The private teacher provides a very special form of encouragement
to the music student.

If that student is talented, he may be,

encouraged "by one who knows what it takes" 'to pursue a music
career.

The Master -Disciple relationship which often develops

between teacher and student lends emotional impact to the encouragement.

The teacher becomes much more than a role:"specific

other, but provides moral and emotional supports, instruction,
advocacy, and in many
student.

,c~ses

certain material supports to the

In the music world,. the teaCher is al so a normative.

model, and audience significant other to the stU,dent.

His

importancea,nd, usually, influence cannot theoretically be
. overemphasized.
But, the private teacher is not infalli ble in judgement.
Neither are the other significant others who encourage the young
,musician to pursue a mU,sic career.

Many(are not acquainted with
J

the di fficul ty of mal{ing aLi ving through music.

Many have no

real way of judging how talented a student really is compared
with others outside the local geographical area.

So many

musicians ,wi th great diffe;r-ential ability are given great
'couragement to apply 1::0 a tnusic conservatory.

en~

some are re-

jected by the music school, and call it quits at that point •
.i '
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But the music school's screening at time of entrance is not
adequate to coming close to eliminate those who probably will
not make it in a music career --- particularly in a performance
career.

The jobs for graduates, especially in perfor!Jl9.nce,

simply do not exi st.
At which point discussion has returned again to the point
at which the organization and the individual meet.

The music

school is a complex organization operating to achieve certain
goals 'under a number of.constraints placed upon it by its environment and its structure.

The music student is an individual

who contracts with the organization for diffuse services which
will hopefully raise his skills, above a certain standard of excellence, which will in turn hopefully qualify him for a position
in performance, teaching, or scholarship in the music profession.
During the course ,of his career at the conservatory, the student
receives and perceives cues from significant others as to their
judgement of his skill, and in turn he forms an opinion of his
own skill and a judgement of his chances for being successful
in his chosen career.
The

followin~

chapter considers the above general di scussion

CHAPTER III.:
THE CONSERVATORY

The Oberlin Conservatory of Music is one of the major
music conservatories in the country --- for that matter, in the
world.

In its 106-year-old history, Oberlin has gained a

world-wide reputation as a producer of fine musicians in every
career line of the music profession.
There are 503 full-time degree students attending the Conservatory.*

The faculty consists of 61 full-time teachers, plus

13 part-time faculty members compri sing
positions.

4t full-time equivalent

All have exceptional credentials in. the music field.

The high ratio of full-time to part-time teachers is a major
difference between Oberlin and most other major conservatories,
where most faculty members are at the school on a part-time basis
because of performing obligations.
The location of the Conservatory is also an important
difference compared with other major conservatories.

It is·

located in a small town 35 miles southwest of Cleveland.
students have very little opportunity to visit or work in
Cleveland --- the opportunity for most to get outside music jobs
in the area is very small.

This contrasts greatly wi.th most

other conservatories, which are located in large cities.

The

fact that many fine musicians and musical groups visit Oberlin,
providing Oberlin students with some contact with the outside
music world, does not alter the fact that Oberlin students have
less of an oj;)portuni ty to hear professional musicians perform
* The figures are as of october 1972.
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than do those at most other conservatories.
Another important aspect of the Oberlin Conservatory is its
unique relation with Oberlin College.

They are two divisions of

the same sChool, giving Conservatory students the opportuni ty to
take excellent liberal arts courses and to carryon a social
life with students of very different interests.
The overwhelming majority of Conservatory students,-404"(78%);,
are performance majors.*
majors.

MUsic education comes next with 73

Other music majors in the Conservatory number 14, with

dOU1:lle degree programs, consisting of' a degree in both the Conservatory and the College, or of two Conservatory degrees, accounting for 26 of the students.
The sex distribution in the Conservatory is slightly skewed
in the direction of women, who number 267, compared with 236 men.
Due to drop-outs, ,the senior class is smaller than the freshman
class, as is the usual case for colleges and conservatories.
There are 145 freshmen, 136 sophomores, 104 juniors, and 101
seniors enrolled.' The Conservatory is predominantly White, with
40 Black students enrolled.With these as basic background facts about the Oberlin Conservatory, the questions which were raised concerning the school
and its influence on student career Choice may again be examined.
c)

As an organization, The Oberlin Conservatory pursues goals.

In

order to attempt to answer the questions which were raised, it
must be determined what the major goals of the Conservatory are.
In light of the difficult position performers are in when they
enter the job market, and if the musical profession, including

*

The major figures include changes made after the other enrollment figures were tabulated. This is the reason why the
total number of majors here does not sum to 503.
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the training grounds for professionals, is considered a system
(for the moment the unit of analysis), then might a shift be seen
in the goals of the Conservatory away from performance and toward
. teaching and other musical disciplines in order to encourage
students to apply their musical skills where they will be needed
most in the market?
Determining what the Conservatory's goals are is not an easy
matter.

There is a definite problem when one comes to define

what can be Clonsidered organizational goals.

The organization

is not a person --- it is a group of people.

It is a structure.

It is a set of norms.

Its goals are not as easily determined as

are the goals of a person.

Moreover, as with the goals of a

person, the "stated" goals may not be the actual goals, but justifications or ideologies for the actual goals.

These problems

. have been cogently dealt with in the literature (Etzioni, 1960;
.perrow, 1961).
Perrow's approach (1970), which presents a typology of
organizational goals, allows the possibility of operationalizing
one type of goal, while at the same time acknowledging the existence of other types.

He states that there are five types of

organizational goals:

SOCietal, output, systems, product, and

derived goals.

Since the concern of this paper is how the or-

ganization influences the student's view of his skill and his
career chOice, the focus here is on what Perrow considers
"product" goals:

goals concerning characteri stics of goods and

services produced by an organization.

In this case, the music

student (that is, the "graduate.,.to-be") is the product.
As with most organizations, a fair idea of the music school's
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"produot" goals oan be found in ,its statement of purpose (oon-

,

.

vinoing preoedent for this in the use of medioal sohool bulletins
is found in Perlstadt, 1972).

While these 'statements do not give

a .full range of preoisely stated goals, they oannot run too
far afield, as .it is through these statements that an organization presents itself direotly to the publiO.

It would not take
/

long for that public to disoover statements that are truly er,roneous regarding. the "produot" the organization is produoing.
Conoerning the statement of purpose of the Oberlin Conserva-·
tory, . the Oberlin College Bulletin (1972) states:
."The Conservatory student, while enthusiastioally partaking
. of (an), atmosphere of innovation, oontinues, as he has
always done, to approaoh the study of music through advanced study in his principal performing area. The prevailing environment is of the highest performance standards,
and the student is encouraged to seek a level of professional competence in his area, whether he decides to continue his emphasis on appli,ed study throughout his four'
years or perlJlit his musical' interests to radiate from that
central core into the associated areas of musio history,
music theory, composition,
or musio education." (p. 73)
,
Clearly, the emphasis of this stated purpose ,of the Conservatory is on professional performance --- the area where the
fewest jobs are available for those who graduate.

FUrther

evidenCe to support this view is found in the number of faculty
members employed in applied study in comparison with those employed in other areas.

Certainly one of the most crUCial areas

in which deCision-makers make decisions to implement goals is the
area of priori ty given to the teohnioal areas of competence held
by those faculty members hired.

The figures from.the 1972

Oberlin College Bulletin'are shown in Table. 2.1.
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TABLE 2.1:

The number 0 f faculty appoin tmen ts held by each
department in 1972*

Department

Number

,

Applied MUsic (Performance)
Music Theory
MusiC Education
Composition
MUsic Hi story
Conduct,ing
Afro-American Music
Ethnomusicology
Eurythmics
MUsic Theater

i

37

14

\

,

5

4

3
3

2
1

1
1

* DOUble
appointments have been counted twice. The Conservatory
does not 'break the positidns into ful"I-time equivalents by
department.
Further examination of the course catalogue indicates that
the Conservatory has indeed expanded its offerings in recent
years to include courses in ethnomusicology, jazz, Afro-American
music, computer-generated music, and so on.

While these clearly

show an interest in expanding ,the musical interests of Conservatory
students, the course changes have not ,led to a

ch~nge

in overall

career empha si s.
How well 'does the Conservatory fulfill the goal of producing
professional performing musicians?
performers.

It no doubt produces excellent

However, a study of Conservatory graduates of the

classes of 1960-1969 found that in 1971, very few graduates were
making their living in performance (Belcheff, 1971) • The summary
statistic,s are given in Table 2.2.
As Belcheff concludes, it seems that "the major occupational
'field Oberlin Conservatory graduates enter is in the area of
,teaching" (p. 2)).

There is, then, a contradiction between at

least the official statement of purpose of the school and the

J
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results of graduateplaoement in the job market.
TABLE 2.2:

Total number and peroent of graduates for the
,listed occupations, controlling for sex

Females
Number

Occu12ation
Public-pri vate sohool Music Teachers
Housewife---Private Lessons
Graduate Students
Housewife
, Non-Music Proi'ession
Professional 'Performer
Pri vate Teaoher'
College MusJ.lci Teacher
Semi-Professional orchestra
Churoh Orgarif at .
professional.'Acdompanlst
Military,'
Unemployed

43
14
, -_..

"

13

13
12
11
10
10
5
2
1
1
1
N="iJb

Percent
31%
10%
9%
9%
8%
8%
7%
7%
3%
,"
1%
:," .5%
.5%
.5%

Males,
Occu12ation

Number

College Music Teachers
Publ1c-Pri vate School MUsic Teachers
Graduate Studeilts
Non-Musio Profession
Military
Professional 'Performer
Private Teacher
Commeroial Mlisic
Professional Aocompanist
Minister of Music
Unemployed

31
21
16
10
8
5
4
2
1
1
1
N=100

' percent
31%
21%
16%
11%
8%

g~

2%
1%
1%
1%

These findings imply that there is indeed not the market to
absorb nearly all those who graduate from the Conservatory as
performance majors.

Not only is the overall ratio of performance

majors to other music majors high for all attending the school,
but theattri tlon rate does not greatly alter this situation.

"

,
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In 1972, of 76 members of the graduating class,
formance majors.

58 were per-

This implies that the socialization of students

to a realistic. appraisal of their chances of success in a performance career does not operate in a way which would approach
an equilibrium between the plans of its graduates and the needs
of the market.

In order to investigate this further"consider-

ation again must be given to the point at which the organization
and the individual meet.
Of ,particular interest is the case of the 'school confronting
a student performance major who wants to perform as a career, but
who has a very low probability on the basis of his skill of being
BUcce ssful in ,such a career.

To examine thi s case, a nega ti ve

view of Kadushin's ."levers" will be taken, considering that for
the school to lack a lever would le ssen its power with which
to influence a student to change career plans --- that is, it
would lessen the school's power ,to perform allcooling-out"

,

function on those who do not stand a good chance of success in a
performance career.
First, what of official recognition by the school of the
students' excellence. 'or lack of it?

As at Juilliard and Man-

hattan, there are auditions during the spring at which students
may receive official positive or negative cues toward their performance.

Unlike, Juilliard and

~lanhattan,

these "committee"

auditions, held before the teachers of one's major department,
are held only for freshmen and sophomores.

They are part of the

formal requirements for performance majors; and may be seen as
minor uri te s of passage" wi thin the organization.
The potential for thi s mechani SID is great, but its use indi-

,
)

)0

cates that the potential goes largely undeveloped.
of negative sanction, it is used very little.

In the area

Precise data on

the number of people who are forced to change their major due to
failing their sophomore committee are not available, ,but the
Conservatory Administration estimates the yearly number to be
five students at most.

If a student fails the freshman committee,

the Conservatory may advise, though not force, the student to
change majors.

The number who fail the freshman committee is esti-

mated to be, at most, eight students a year.*
Given the nature of the negative sanctions, what positive
sanctions does the committee offer?
passage itself.

The major one is the rite of

Once a person is through the sophomore committee,

whether he scraped by it or whizzed through it, he is that much
clo ser to fulfilling the requirements of hi s degree.

The commi t,tee

,does not, however,_ offer substantial rewards for the best-skilled
students in,relation to the rest.

Indeed, the comments the com-

mittee makes are recorded and available for the student to find
out what they are, but few students go through the procedures
, necessary for them to read those results.
out whether he passed or failed.

He usually only finds

The committee, as it turns out,

has a relatively weak effect in influencing students to consider
career plan changes.

('

-"

I

The o,fficial' recogni tion the organization can make of exceptional talent through awarding scholarships is totally
lac]{ing at Oberlin.

scholarships are awarded strictly on the

basi s of need, wi th no talent scholarships available.

* This is not to imply that the Conservatory has. no standards of·

cellence by which it judges its students. The standard is high.
However, there are many more excellent performers than there are
performance jobs for them, which is the pOint.

the only school-sponsored contest the students may enter
is the concerto competition, where seniors audition for an oppori

tunity to perform a concerto with the Oberlin Orchestra.

This

is indeed a powerful posi ti ve sanction for the people who win,
usually numbering about six.

Again, however, it has no way of

functioning as a negative sanction, and can function as a positive
sanction for only a very few seniors.

ut must be concluded that

the school officially uses li ttle power through official mechanisms
in giving negative-sanctions; and has little power outside of
regular participation in classes and groups of giving positive
sanctions.
,

The other, three items mentioned by Kadushin can all be
combined into a socialization model which can be tested by the
information gathered through the present survey.
ricial mode of sanction (that i

St'

While the of..;

forcing one to change plans)

is independent of a student's desires,
the
other methods of in,
,
'

fluenoing ohangemust rely on a voluntary change in plans by the
student.

Either he must come to see the life of a professional

musician as one he does not want, or he must see hi s skill as not
,adequate, or probabilistically small, to carry out the plans he
has.

or, in the case of a non-performance career student, he

would see his' skill as probably adequate to achieving a performance career, and accordingly ohange his plans to performance.
What variables, then, are critical to the analysiS of the
questions raised in the Introduction?
student's view of his own skill.

First, there is the

only so long as the student

views his skill as probably adequate to his career plans will he
oontinue to hold those career plans, rega;t'dless of how good he
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actually is.

Besides this measure, a measure of "objective" skill

is also needed:

how good, . is the student judged to be by "experts"

independent of the student's judgement of his own skill?

The

student, though, is an expert also, and his judgement of his skill,
regardless of the views of others concerning his skill, but gained
through "objeqtive lf musical assessment of his performance, certainly will have influence on his view of his skill.
Significant others must also be examined.

The feedback a

student 'receives from significant others, regardless of his

ob~

jecti ve skill, should independently effect the student I s view of
his skill.

Also, the number, of performances one engages in,

since it reflects recognition of others in being given opportuni ty to perform, . as well as opportunities to receive feedb8.ck
from others and from "objective" skill through the actual. performance. must be considered.
With the above discussions in mind, and with special consideration paid to what are the critical variable~ in the sociali:"
\

zation process, a number of propositions and hypotheses will be
made.

They will be tested in the following chapters.

Finally,

on the basis of those tests, a causal model will be set up and
tested in an attempt to explicate the process of socialization
regarding a student I s view of hi s skill and hi s choic'e of career
'plans.
The general thesis to be developed is that at the Oberlin
Conservatory, there are various structural factors which in,fluence students
musical skill.

~

to change career plans, regardless of their

Specifically, t.he major factors are:

1 •. A very strong value-status orientation of both students·
and faculty which views performance as the highest ideal

I
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one can reach in the music world,
teaching as a secondary endeavor,
full-time basis by those who lack
to be successful in a performance
1972)
.

and which views music
to be engaged in on a
,the talent or ,skill
,career. (Bensman,

This status differential is importan't in that those who come
to view their talent as above average will be encouraged to put
it to "full use" by becoming a performer, since performing is
seen as the apex of musical expression which can be achieved as
a full-time career.

The fact that both students and faculty hold

this view gives the faculty the power, whether they consciously
recognize it or not, to reinforcethe students' view of the
music world.

r .-,

Itis felt that the congruence is not an illustra-

tion ·of successful socialization of the student to career values
by the school, but of reinforcement of values that the student
brings to the school ,(Kadushin, 1968: Chapter II).
2.

'rhe importance of the value-status orientation shared
by students and faculty is enhanced by the lack of
alternative supports other than the major teacher which
are available, especially the lack of outside performing opportunities (Ka.dushin, 1966: Chapters II and
VIII; Goffman, 1961).
'

Kadushin found that the number of outside jobs engaged in by
students at Juilliard and Manhattan greatly influenced their
development of a professional self-concept.

It gave them a

chance to make a gradual transition from the role of $tudent to
!

the role of professional, allowing them to practice in their
field before actually "gradUating" into it.

It gave them a

chance to expand their "audience" others and receive feedback

,

'concerning their performance from those .outside their academic
sphere of influence.
Oberlin lacks this .link with the environment.' It is in
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this respect isolated from the professional world.
simply cannot

II

students

jo b around", as almost no jobs are available.

It is almost impossible for them to

receiv~

significant other

professional feedback about their playing from outside the school.
In this respect, while not attempting to generalize about Oberlin
life in generlj-l, Oberlin takes on some characteristics of the
total institution.

The "inmates", or students, must rely almost

solely on those connected with the institution to evaluate them
and to teach them the values and, statuses of the music world.
Without -others outside the organization who can provide other
views, the views of those within take on added significance.
The major applied teacher

his views and his evaluations ---

becomes extremely critical in effecting the student's view of
his skill and the student's'professional values.
With these- two major

f~ctors

in mind, . the following specific

hYpotheses are made:
I.

Concerning Significant others
1.

1!!. general.

In general,the more encouragement a student feels he
receives from signif.icant others, the higher will be the
student's view of his skill.

Considering the self as SOCial, formed in SOCial interaction, the more a person perceives significant others as encouraglng to him regarding his musical skill, the higher will he
come to regard his musical skill.
2.

More importantly, the availability of significant others
familiar with the music field is strongly .related to how
accurate a student's view of hi s skill will be.

While the accumulation of support from many significant
others. is important, it has been found that the availability of
one or more significant others who give great encouragement is
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more important than the number of significant others who give
encouragement (Yinger, et, al., 1970).

It is hypothesizeu that

significant others who. are instrumentally important for the
student, such as music teachers,

aTe

very important influences

on the student, both at the music school and before the student
comes to the music SChool.

If a student can establish an im-

portant relationship with an instrumental significant other,
that important other will greatly effect the student's view of
his skill, regardless of other supports,. or lack of supports,
the student receives.
Concerning the student's relationship
applied teaCFi'er.
-

1;1:.

1.

~ ~

major

The most important significant other from the student's
point of view concerning the student's present· progress
toward a music career is that student's major applied
teacher.

Thi sis predicted for a number of reasons.

First, as stated

. above. instrumental others become more important than expressive
others concerning career plans as a student grows older.

When

a student comes to Oberlin, he breaks with his former group of
. others, at least in frequency of contact, and establishes another
set, headed by his major applied teacher.

The teacher and the

student meet ona one to one basis at least once a week, developing
ties which are emotionally as well as in!3trumentally strong.
)

Because of the relationship developed, the frequency of
one-to-one contact, and the lack of other contact with members
of the professional music world, the private teacher takes on
added importance.

He is one who comes to know the student· s skill

very well, and becomes, in the 'student's eyes, the best judge '·of
how capable the student is to pursue the career on which he plans.

J6
la.

A student's major applied teacher will be seen as
more important as a significant other concerning the
student's musical progress by seniors than by freshmen.

The longer the student is in school, the more distant will
his pre-school others become.

He is also able to come to know

his major applied teacher better, developing a more personal
relationship with him •
. lb.

students of higher musical skill will more often deem
their present teachers the most important significant
other concerning their musical progress, while those
of lower skill will deem a former· teacher or family
member most important.

,students with higher skill, who are encouraged by their
major teacher, will find this view of their skill reinforcement
,

to their hopes that they are good enough to "make it".

Those of

lower skill, who are likely not to receive the informal supports
of their present teachers that those of higher skill receive,
will revert to 'former enoouragement received as support t? their
view of their skill, and will therefore deem them more important.
MusiC students become skilled earlier than others in most
other diSCiplines (Kadushin, 1968: Chapter III).

Music for them

becomes an extremely important part of their overall self-concept
(Cambor, 1962).

To discover that they are not as good as they

, had thought is a most difficult personal blow for them.

It is

predicted that when their present teacher does not give them the
support they want to receive for their skill, when the feedback
'from this significant other is not favorable, their first course,
rather than-admit or believe that they may not be as good as they
thought, is to revert to the support they had from others who
were important to them before they came to' Oberlin from which they
can gain the support needed.
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2.

The major applied teachers view performance as the highest
musical achievement toward which the better students
should strive, with teaching being an alternative available for those ,who are most likely, not to be able to
make it in a performance career;

While applied teachers are teachers, they are ,also performers and they teach performance.

Those who teach at Oberlin

are there not ,because they cannot make it as performers, but
usually because they

~,

and now are teaching because they

like that way of life, or to supplement their performance, or
because the market is such that they cannot on their instrument
make a total career of performance.

FUrthermore, their repu-

tation rides on the success of their students
both as students and after graduation.

~

performers,

In addition, they are no

more immune to being influenced by the general value-;status
structure of tne prof 7ssion than any other musician.

3.

students see performan~eAs viewed asa higher status
occupation than teaching ~y those in the music world.
"

,

students, while not necessarily agreeing that this is the
way things should be, are socialized to this, value-status
usually before they come to the school.

st~ucture,

This view is reinforced

by the views of those they come in contact with at the school,
including the major applied teacher.
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Those planning a non-performance career see their skill
as lower than those' planning a performance career of
the same "objective" skill.

The question of actual skill differential between those
planning a performance career and those planning a non-performance
career is an empirical question.

If aspiring performers have

significantly higher objective skill

thfu~

the others, this might

cause the self-appraisal of aspiring perfo,rmers to be raised,

J8
and the self-appraisal of non-performance-oriented students to
be lowered.

However, if there is no real differential in ob-

jective skill, the expected relationship might be caused by the
general occupational value structure, where performance careers
are seen as higher status than non-performance careers.
III.

1.

Further factors effecting students' views of their skill,
objective skill, ~ commitment to career urans.
seniors will have higher views of their own musical skill
than will freshmen.

If other factors are held constant, because musical skill
is "cumulative", we can expect a student to improve with the
training the school offers.

He will, through objective feed-

back of his'performance and feedback from others, as well as
seniority, see himself as improving in musical skill •
. However, there are not the data available to test this idea.
The data are cross-sectional:

there are. no comparable data for

the seniors when they were freshmen.

The preceding paragraph may

be one reason why this relationship is expected to appear.

At-

tritionis another --- those with the lowest view of their skill
.might be expected to have drbpped out by the time they are
seniors;

However"

again there are not the data to test this con-

clusively, and both reasons are offered only as tentative explanations.
2.

S

Skill and commi tment to a set of career plans are not
usually related.

Commitment
of career plans

how strongly one values carrying out his set
is independent of his skill.

Other factors,

such as his view of himself acting the role of musician, his
interest in non-musical subjects, his conscious

or

sub-conscious
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philosophy of life, enter into his commitment to a musical
career.

It is thought that his

~

of his. skill does influence

his commitment to a certain extent, in that. if he sees his skill
as high, he is more likely to be committed to a music career.

3.

A student's school class is not related to skill or
commi t.ment.
,

That class is not related to skill is really a methodological
distinction.

A student's objective skill is judged by his

teacher in relation to the "average"."

It is assumed that class

is taken into consideration by the teacher when he defines what
is to be considered the "average".
That class is not related to commitment is of more theoretical
importance.

It again confronts the contention that one comes to

the school with a great deal of commitment to a mUsical career already at hand.

It is either reinforced or changed at the school,
i

but not taught.
4.

It is not cumulative, like mUsical skill.

Sex is not related to commitment or musical skill, but
is related to certain aspects of skill.

Regardless of their traditional status, women in music, it
is contended, have as high commitment to their desired profession
as do men.

Their skill is also seen as essentially equal.

How-

e;ver. since teachers were relied upon to rate a student's musical skill, and since women have traditionally found it extremely,
difficult to be successful in a musioal oareer beoause. of:their
tradi tional soci,!,l role, it is predicted that teachers will di fferentially rate some aspects of women's skill, especially concerning
.. "Objective!! musical skill was determined through a rating of the
student obtained from the student's major applied teacher. This
will be further discussed in Chapter IV.
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her chances to be successful in music careers, as compared with
the chances of men.
There are extremely few women in performance careers.

This

is especially true of instrumental performance, with the requirements of vocal music making it necessary to employ many women
singers.

As is generally the case, women mUsicians most often

find employment in teaching, especially at the publiC school
level.

It is thought that this situation will influence the

applied teachers' judgements of women, students, with the teachers
rating them less likely to be successful in 'performance careers
than men.
The following chapter digresses from the discussions held
thus 'far "a"rid ifo:cuse'scon ",the : methods ';use'dto 'co1:,lect andarialyze
the data which will be used to test these

hypothel>~s.

of the,se tests will be presented in Chapter

.
'

V~

..

Results

· CHAPTER IV.:
METHODOLOGY

Data for this thesis were gathered in the late fall and
winter of 1972.

Questionnaires were ad.1!linistered to 188 Con-

servatory students, a response rate of 75.2% (77.4% with attrition) for the 250 students who were selected to be in the
sample.

The differences between the sample and the population
~

with regard to such characteristics as sex, class, and major
were not significant.
The simple random sample was drawn from the total undergraduate Conservatory population, which numbered at that time 50)
students.

The requirement for eligibility was that the student

must have been a full-time Conservatory undergraduate on October

1, 1972.

Transfers to the College after that date,

were two in the sample, were included.

of

which there

Transfers before that

date were included. in the attrition (one person).
Interviewers were students
who freely devoted their time to
.'
administering the questionnaires.

All interviewers who had not

previously had interviewing experience, and most of those who had,
attended training sessions at which the interviewing techniques
,

were taught.

All interviewers, whether at these training sessions

or through individual conference with myself, were well acquainted
with the questionnaire before administering it.
The questionnaire was. originally intended to be administered
personally by interviewers on a one-to-one basis with respondents.
The majority of interviews were conducted in this manner.
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However,

due to a lack of time, 41% of the interviews were given in a
group interview situation.

Three interviewers were chosen and

gi ven further instruction in how to handle a group interview
5i tuation.

An interviewer would give instruotions to between

two and eight respondentl3, who would then fill the questionnaire
out themselves.
,

The interviewer was present during the interview

to answer any questions the respondents might have.

Statistical

tests on important variables revealed few significant differenoes
between ,the an5wers'received in the'personal interview as

COID-'

pared, with the group interview
(for example, see Table 4.1).
,
TABLE 4.1:

Crosstabulations of group or individual interview
by selected variables.
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of Interview

How does student view his skill compared with others in his teacher's studio?
Below
Avera5e

6.7%

Individual
Group

14.9%
Chi Square ;';" 8.420
,'-,'<>

2f Interview

~

~It.{

Indi vidual

' ~'"'; T'"

I

50.0% •
29.7%
DF = 2

;.

N

43.3%

104

55.4%

74

;.

P less than

.02

How does student view his skill compared with others in the Conservatory?

, "

,",

Group

Below
Average,

Average

10.5%

63~8%

1].3%

53.3%
DF = 2

.•. Chi square
, = 1.993
~,of

Above
Average

Avera!!ie'

Interview.

~

.~,

'-".

',- '~! \ ;~
:- -, -~ ,,:1,

...

Above
Average

N

25.7%

105

33.3%

75

·.NS

How does st,udent view his skill compared with average professional?
Below

Above
Average

Avera~e

Average

Individual

46.3%

46.3%

7.4%

108

Group

41.3%

37.3%

2,1.3%

75

= 7.626

DF· = 2

Chi square

'!!.

P less than .05

'The, first two tables are examples of the sort of relationship found inmost all variables tested.

These findings confirm

the feelings expressed by the interviewers and gained through the
.coding of both types of interview --- that the data from either
type are equally valid and reliable.

The one exception to this

concerns the questions on how a student views his own

s~ill.

Here, students in the group interviews tended to answer toward
the extremes more 'often than those interviewed individually,'
possibly'because students were reluctant to rate themselves above
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or below their fellows when answering verbally to an interviewer.
Thi sis' supported by the fact that all but one of the nine

"0 b-

jecti ve" skill questions showed no significant difference between
those who took group interviews and those who were interviewed
individually •. Both groups were equally skillful.

The loss of

some ,preci sion, on information concerning the student's view of
his skill is unfortunate.

But since the students who took group

interviews tended to rate themselves toward

~

extremes, it is

felt that the situation has not skewed the relationship in one·
or another direction, and that the data are essentially valid.
The questionnaire contains much information in addition to
what is analyzed in this thesis.
author.

The data are available from the

A copy of the instrument is included as. Appendix B.

In addition to the student questionnaires, faculty evaluationforms were administered in order to gain information about
1.) a student's "objective" skill, and 2.) what criteria the
faculty use in, assessing a student's skill.

The major a·pp11ed

teachers were asked to fill out an evaluation form for each
. student included in the sample.

Only one teacher" due to ill-

ness, was not able to, return the forms.

A copy of the evaluation

form is also included in Appendix B.
The following indices were developed:
A.

"Objective" Skill Indices.

These indices were based on

the following items from the teacher survey:
"How would you rate this student in the following areas?
Superior
potential
Technique
MUsicali ty
Effort
personality
Overall AbUi ty
Overall Progress

" " Above'
Average

.c"

Average

Below
Average

;
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"In your judgement. hOl'T likely is it that thi s student would
be able to make a successful career of:
performance
Teaching,

very likely

Possible

unlikely

A factor analysis was performed on these nine items (analyzed
below in Chapter V)," It' yielded two distinct factors, one
loading high on likelihood of performance and four other items
(potential ,technique, mU'Si cali ty, and overall ability), the
other on likelihood of teaching and the remaining three items
(effort, personality, and overall progress).

The data, being

normally distributed on all items, were determined to be well
,

suited to factor analysis.

Factor scores for each respondent

were determined for each of the two factors, one being a measure
of performing Skill, the other of teaching Skill.

The standard

formula for computing factor scoJ;'es was used:
. SCORE

=

(FSC 1 (Item 1 - Xl) I SUi ) + (FSC 2 (Item 2 - X2 )
~. SD2 )

where.FSCn
"

~

'SDn

=

+ ••• +

(FSCn (Item n - ~) /

S%)

Factor score coefficient for the'nth item;

= the mean for the nth item; and.

=

the standard deVia ti on for the nth item.

It was'decided that'since the nine items broke into two
di stinct factors, an overall skill index could not be constructed,
and the two indices of performance skill and teaching skill were
left distinct throughout the analYsis.

The ranges of these scales

are from -2.57. to 1.92 and from -2.37 to 1.95 respectively.
B.

"Comro,itment" Index.

An index was developed to measure

how committed a student is to carrying out a set of career plans
in music.

It is based on the following three items:

)
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"Different people attach different degrees of importance to
their career when they consider it as a part of their total
life. Fpr your personal happiness and fulfillment, how
important is it that you are successful in carrying
out your present (a set of) career plans? Would you say
it is very important, quite important, somewhat important,
'or not very important?"
"How definitelydec~ded are you ~ on becoming a professional
mUsician? Are'you definitely deCided, fairly deCided,
'somewhat Undecided, or quite undecided?"
"IF YOU HAVE NO CAREER PLANS AS YET, SKIP (THIS QUESTION).

How committed would you say you are to carrying out your
present career plans? Please circle the number representing
your present commitment, with "8" being highest commitment,
. and "0" be1ng lowest commitment."*

The" theoretical rationale behind such a scale is the following:
1.
2.

3.

The more decided a person is on becoming a professional
musician, the higher is his commitment.
The more important one sees one's "career" in relation
,to other aspects of his life, the higher is his commitment.
The more committed one ,is to carrying out a specific
set of career plans in mUSic,the higher is his commitment to a music career.

Because of the fact that the thir-d question was highly
,
skewed to, the right, it was recoded into four caregories before
the scale was constructed.

Those who. did not have specific career

plans were coded into the lowest categorY, --- that is, no additional commitment was added on the basis of the item.
A

factor analysis was performed on these items, resulting in

a strong one factor solution.
the formula discussed above.

The items were then scaled"using
The range of the scores is from

-2.19 to 1.00.
C.

View of Skill Scales.

These scales measure, the student's'

* This third question was on the "I-series" of the questionnaire,
which, even in the individual interviews, was to be filled out by
the student himself while the interviewer 'waited. The other two
questions were read by the interviewer.
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own view of his musical skill, as measured by the following
items:
"Compared wi th others in your teacher's studio, would you
say you are above average in musical: skill, about average
.in musical skill, or below average in musical skill?
"How about compared wi th all Conservatory students? Would
you say you are. abOve average, about average, or below
. average.1n musical skill?
"How about .compared wi th the average professional in your
field? Would you say you are above average, about. average,
or below average in musical skill?"
Responses of above average were coded as 2, about average as
1, and below average as O.

An overall scale of view of skill

was constructed by adding the responses of all three items.
Those who did not answer one or two items were assigned mean scores
for the itelil( s) not answered.
D.

The scores range from 0 to 6.0.

Significant Other Scales.

A number of 'significant other

scales were constructed from three different sets of items:
"When you first began studying music, how much did the
following people encourage" you? . Did they stronglyencourage you, somewhat encourage you, 'somewhat discourage
you, strongly discourage you, or were they indifferent?
First, how about your • • •
Mother
Father
Brother or sister
Other relati ves
Friends of your parents
Your own friends
The teacher who gave you lessons
other musicians and. music, teachers
School teachers
Guidance counselors
Your own playing
"When youdeclded to think about entering music as a career,
which of the following people strongly encouraged you, • ••
(The same categories as the previous question)
"How encouraging are the following people concerning your
present progress .in music? Are. they strongly encouraging
Mother
, Father

e

••

""

Brother or sister
Friends of your parents
Your own friends
Your major teacher
Other musicians and music teachers
Your own plaYin~
The scores for each item ran from strongly encouraging (4)
to strongly discouraging '(0).

summary measures of encouragement

for each question (Time 1, Time 2, and Time 3) were constructed
by adding the scores of all items in each set.

Those who did not

answer a certain item were assigned a score of 2 for that .item.
An overall measure of encouragement was made by adding the summary
scores for the three sets.

The scales for each individual time

were standardized by di v.iding the sum by the number of items in
the scale.

The range for Time 1 and.

to 4.0; for Time 3 it is from

° to

~ime

2 scales is

fro~

1.091

4.0, and for the summary scale,

fromY.955 to 11.511.
For the purpose of certain types of analysis, these scales,
as well as all others mentioned, were recoded into a small'number
of categories.

When this was done, it was always attempted to

put as nearly as possible an equal number of respondents into
each category.

When the analysis required data approaching as

nearly as possible an interval scale, the scales were left in
their original forms.
For the path analysis model (Chapter VI), separate measures
were constructed for "instrumental" and "expressive" significant
others for each set.

The instrumental others were considered

to be those whose relationship with the respondent was primarily
one dealing wiyh the acquisition of professional knowledge or
career guidance (private teacher, school

t~acher,

guidance coun-
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selor, etc.), While the expressive others had more general,

all~

encompassing relationships with the respondent (mother, father,
. friends, etc.).

These scales were constructed in the same manner

as ,the others, by adding the response scores on each item for the
particular type of "other" for the particular set of questions.
The significant other items and scales present a,problem in
that the data for Time 1 and Time 2 are retrospective in nature.
The accuracy of a student's remembering the encouragement he received from various others at earlier times must be a qualification
on the analYses undertaken below.
It is felt, however,. that great encouragement and great discouragement a student receives is very likely to be remembered.
Career choice is at least in part a very rational decision.

A

student looks for advice and help in determining what course to
take.

He is likely to remember those who strongly influenced him

to take a certain course of action.
Also, the way the data are used in the analysis reduces the
problem of retrospective data.

The questions usually asked below

are not concerned with whether one student perceived more encouragement than another, but whether a student perceived more
or less encouragement over time.

.

Each element, then, is equally

subjected to the same student's retrospective biases.

.

These

factors hopefully minimize the problem of retrospective data,
at least to some degree.
Techniques of evaluation used in the following analYSis
include metriC, non-parametric, and partial correlation analysis,
factor analYsis, path analysis, and crosstabulations where appropriate.

Further discussion of the parti'cular me.thods .used. in

a certainport1.on of the analysis will take place below.

CHAPTER V.:
!llf.HYFOTHESES

In this chapter, consideration will be given to the tests
made ,on the hypotheses listed in Chapter III.

Discussion of

the hypotheses will be in the order in which they were presented
above.

:1;.

Concerning significant others

,i.

ill general.

In general, the more encouragement a student feels herecei ves from significant others, ,the higher will' be' the
student's view of, his own skill.
'

Correlations were run of the four scales measuring si·gnificant other encouragement with the summary scale measuring the
student's view: of hi s "musical skill".
,.

The results are shown

!

in Table 5.1..
TABLE

5.1:

View of 'skill:
SUm

Pearson Correlation Coefficients for the four
" scales of slgnificant otl"ler encouragement with
, the summary scale of the student's view of his
own skill. *'

others:
,Time 1

Others:
Time 2

0.047
N=188
Sig=0.263

-0.093
N=188
Sig=0.103

Others:
Time 3
0.2020
N=188

Sig=0~003

Others:
"Sum.
0.073
N=188
Sig=0.160

*

Kendall and Spea'rman correlations were also run, yielding
similar resuits. pearson coefficients are reported here because
readers are presumed to be more familiar With. theI!l.":; Before
,
the correlations were run, crosstabulations showed"that the data
are linear and suited to correlation analysis.
It is clear that the hypothesis cannot be universally supported.-:: The': summary, score of significant other encouragement, as
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as well as the scales of Time 1 and Time 2, do not significantly
correlate with the student's view of his skill.

However, the

student's view of his skill is signiftcantly correlated with
the significant other measure at Time :3 --- concerning one's
"pre sen t progress in mu si c" •
,These results suggest that there is not a "cumulative"
gaining of significant other support concerning one's music, but
that while the' Time 1 and Time 2 encouragement was no doubt important.at Time 1 and Time 2, remembering that encouragement is
not important to a student at Time :3 in helping him form a ,view
of his skill.' However, it
cant

otherenco~agement

,~

show that the perceived Signifi-

at Time :3 1J:!

rel~ted

to the, student's'

present view of his skill.
The hypothesis, then, seems to be true ooncerning the present
feedback one receives from significant others, but not true for.
,

,encouragementrecei ved in the past.

The fact that previous en-

oouragementdo,es not significantly correlate with the student's
I,

view of his skill may point out the importance of improvemElnt
of musical skill over time, as well as a change in reference
groups.

previously, the student was good compared with others

in hi s town, at hi s high school, and so on.

Now he is studying

toward a professional music career in the company of others
wanting a similar career.

The talent of those around him has

greatly increased. ' It is feedback concerning his present progress which relates to how he views his skill in comparison with
others.

The fact that hi s mother may have strongly encouraged
I

him to enter a music career has little to do with his view of his
skill !22!!.'
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,

,2.

More importantly, the availability of significant
others familiar with the music field is strongly related to how accurate a student's view of his skill will
be.

For this hypothesis. correlations were run of the summary
measure of one' s view of hi s own skill with his total, perceived
significant other support, controlling for the "other" whom the
respondent said provided him wi th his most importan,t encouragement
overall in his music (see Appendix B, question 85).

TABLE 5.2a:

For the

Pearson Correlation Coefficients for the sum of
significant other support with the student's view
of his own skill, controlling for 'instrumental'
and 'expre ssi ve' other as mo st important.:

'Instrumental~

other

~

important

Other:;;:
Sum
View of skill:
Sum

0.20)

N=119

Sig=O.Ol)
'Expressive'

other'~

important

Others:
SUm
View of skill:
SUm

-0.022

N=64

Sig=0.4))
The results show an interesting difference between those who
list an instrumental other as most important.

While there is no

relationship for those choosing'an expressive other between the
view of one's skill and the summary significant other support,
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there is a significant correlation between those two measures
for those seeing an instrumental other as most important.

It

seems that the total significant other support becomes signifcantly correlated with one I s view of skill when a relationship
with an instrumentalotht;ir is so strongly established that the
stud~nt

feels ,that other has encouraged him more than anyone else:-

To check the saliency of thi s relationship aero ss related
,variables, correlations were run of the view of skill measure
wi th objective performance and teaching skill, as well as thecommitment index.

These runs were, made ' both with and without

the control, and are/reported
in Table 5.2b.
,
TABLE 5.2b:

pearson Correlation Coefficients for the student's
view.' of his own skill with objective performance
skill, objective teaching skill, and commitment to
a music career.

All ResEondents,
performance
Skill

Teaching
Skill

Commitm~nt

0.078
N=179
Sig=0.150

0.187
N=17J
Sig=0.007

/

View of skill :
Sum

0.444
W=179
Sig=O.OOl

'Instrumental' other
performance
Skill
View of skill:
Sum

0.514
N=114
Sig=O.OOl

' ',!

~

important

Teaching
Skill

Commitment

-0.002
N=114
Sig=0.49J

0.148
N=111
$ig=0.061

-
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'Expressive' other

View
Sum

'o~

skill:

~

important

performanoe
Skill

Teaohing
Skill

Commitment

0.222
, N=60
Sig=O. Oft 5

0.132
N=60
5ig=0.157

0.187
N=58
Sig=0.081

,In the run with no controls, we find the view of skill in-

dex significantlyoorrelat,ed wi th objeotive performanoe skill and
the oommitment index, but not objeotive teaching skill.

Certainly,

the oorrelation between performanoe skill and view of skill was
"i

~

,

to be ,expected --- it f,seems that' students in general have a
!
pretty good idea of what
their performanoe skill is judged to be.
I
The oorrelation

w~th

commitment supports the idea that

thehi~her

one views hi s skill, the higher will be his commitment to a musio
career

--~

or possibly vice versa.

The laok of correlation between objective teaching skill and
a student's view of his skill was, somewhat surprising.

An explan-

..

ation might be found in considering how students might view "musical skill", whioh is the term used in the questions ,about their
own views of their skill.

Wi th an emphasis on performance in the

music world and the music school, it can be argued that students
oome to equate "musical skill" with "performanoe skill", wi th
musical ability in non-performance areas not entering into their
self-evaluations of their skill.

Attributes such as teaohing

ability; musioal scholarship, perceptive listening, and effort
are not seen as being an important part of "musical abili ty".
The important faotors are those relating to performance skill.'
This seems to reflect, the high status in the music world of performanoeskills;',at least of those attributes conSidered strongly
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when teachers judge the possibility of a student being successful in a: performance career.

This point will be reconsidered

further in di scussing some of the other hypotheses.
In viewing the controlled correlations, it is seen that tne
correlation between performance skill and view of skill is a
great deal higher for those students with a most important instrumental other than for thol?e with an expressive other being
most important.

This implies that to adequately estimate one's

performance skill, it greatly helps to establish a very important
/

relationship with an. /,instrumental significant other at some point
in one's musical training.

This could be so because it is usually

the instrumental ,other, not the expressive, other, who can best
judge a student's;'performance ability, and whose opinion will
1?e taken seriously.

Whereas one's mother is likely to be en-

couraging because of the family
relationship, she does not usually
.
;

;

have the musical knowledge or the objectivity to be of great
use in helping, the student determine how good he really is.

The

teacher, on the other hand, has such expertise, and encouragement
from him is a good reflection of the student's ability from an
expert. , Those students who establish important relationshi,ps
with instrumental others, therefore, are better trained at judging
the:tr own skill in corre spondance ,with how other musicians see
that skill.
Coromi tment is not significantly changed for either of the
control groups.

Nor is the correlation between view of skill and

teaching skill, although it may be speculated that, due to the
changes which do appear, those who list expressive others as
most important may see musical skill as less synonomous with

performance skill.

Possibly they lack the contact with instru-

mental others who are part of the musical world and who to some·
extent teach their students the value that performance is the
most important criteria for musical skill judgement.

Or possibly

such values are not as important to them, even if they have had
as muph contact with them.
II.
1.

Concerning the student's relationship with
applied teaCher.
-

~

major

The. most important significant other from the student's
point of view concerning the student's present progress
toward a music career is that student's major applied
teacher.

The frequency distribution bears out this hypotheses (Table
5.3a) •
TABLE 5.3a:

The 'most influential' significant other concerning the student's 'present progress in music',

'Frequency

Significant Other

Major applied teacher
100
Your own playing
39
Other musicians and music teachers 25
Friends
9
4
Mother
Father
4
Parents
1
Brother or sister
1
Not ascertained

N=rJ

percent
53.2%
. 20.7%
13.3~

4.8%

2.1%
2.1%
0.5%
0.5% .
2.7%

It is seen that the major applied teacher is·indicated as
"most important concerning (the student's) present progress in
music" by

53.2~

of the sample, with the runner-up being "your .own

playing" (20.7%), followed by "other musiCians" (13.3%).
of controls were introduced.
;

.

A number

They wlll be considered,beginning

with the ,two corollary hypotheses:
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la.

A student's major applied teacher will be seen as a
more important significant other concerning the.
student's musical progress by seniors than by freshmen.

The crosstabulation of the most influential significant other
at Time 3 with the respondent's class is shown in Table 5.3b.
influentia=lother at
Time 3 wi th the student's class ~
- - - - -

TAB&~--5-.--3-1:H----4C;;rr~tablL1.a.tLon--DLj;l1e_most

Class

~

influential other
)Il:ajor applied
teacher

Any
other
Freshman

44.0%

Sophomore

58.0%

Jo/lior
senior

N

56.0%

50

42.0%

50

43.5%

56.5%

46

32.4%

67.6%

37

Chi . Square = 5.821

;'-

DF = 3

Pless than .20

The predicted relationship does n9t strongly appear.

There

is a jump in importance for the major applied teacher for seniors,
but freshmen and juniors have nearly identical percentages. with
sophomores showing an unanticipated drop for the major applied
teacher.

The saliency of the importance of the major applied

teacher indicates that the "transfer of allegiance" from an·
"other" who was most important before the student came to Oberlin takes place very early.

The importance of the encouragement

or lack of encouragement gi ven by the teacher may have been
learned through contact with other private teachers before the
st-udent came to Oberlin, or it may be learned "during the first· few

weeks of the student's Oberlin career.
It was thought that one's career plans might add insight to

", .
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these findings.

Might those not planning on a performance career

see their major applied teacher as less important than those planning on a performance career?

A control was applied for those

who plan to go into a performance career, compared with those
who plan on another career.

The differences were not significant.

This,lends further support to the finding that students tend to
equate "musical" skill with "performance" skill.

Most of those

who plan a non-performance career in music nevertheless see their
major ,applied teacher as most influential concerning their present
progress in music.
,A control for sex was also applied, as shown in Table 5.3c.
TABLE 5.3c:

Crosstabulation of the most influential other at
Time 3 with the student's Class, controlling for
sex.

Females
Class

~

influential other
Ma'jor applied
teacher

Any
other

N

Freshman

38 •.5:t

61.5%

26

Sophomore

67.9%

32.1%

28

Junior

39.1%

,60.9%

23

Senior

33.3%

66.7%

21

,

Chi Square == 7.775

DF

=

3

p less than .05
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Males
Class

Most influential other
Major applied
teacher

Any

other

50.0%

Freshman

'

"

50.0%

R
24

Sophomore

45.5%

54.5%

22

Junior

47.8%

52.2%

23

68.8%

16

Senior

31.3%
Chi Square = 1.540

DF = 3

NS

While this control does not in either case show strongly
the expected difference, it does show some interesting differences.
Both JDa:).es and

f~males

show a jump in importance for the .major

teacher for seniors, with males showing considerably more of an
increase.

Formales, however, the other three classes are almost

"

identical.

Female freshmen and juniors show more importance
,
than males for the major teacher, but it. '
is seen that the drop in

.

importance f0l.\Ild in the original table ,for sophomores is due
solely to female sophomores.

It is unclear why this is the case.

One might speculate, however, as to why female freshmen and
juniors find the major applied teacher somewhat more important than
male underclassmen.

Expressive significant others are, it seems,

more important to females than to males; especially at Times 1 and
2 (see

b~low,

Chapter VI).

When females enter the Conservatory,

if they have not establi shed very. important instrumental significant other relationships before they arrive, the private teacher
may take on added importance to them.

With fewer instrumental

relationships to. compete with theirs with the major applied
teacher,theteacher may take on the "most infiuentlal" role more
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easily.
lb.

This thought must, however, remain as speculation.
students of higher musical skill willmore often deem
their present teacher the most important significant
other concerning the student's present progress, while
those of lower ski.ll will deem afOI'll)er teacher or
family member most important.

Crosstabulations were made of both objective performance and
objective teaching skill by the significant other seen by the
student as most influential concerning the student's present musical progress

~Table

TABLE 5.3d:

5.3d).

Crosstabulations of objective performance and
teaching skill by the other deemed most influential
at Time 3.

Performance skill

Most influential other
Major applied
teacher

Any
. Other

li

·48.3%

51.7%

58

Medium

47.5%

52.5%

59

High

40.9%

59.1%

66

Low

Chi square = 0.831
Teaching skill
Any
other

DF = 2

NS

other
-Most influentialMajor
applied
teacher

N

Low

56.1% .

43.9%

57

11edium

36.7% .

63.3%

60

High

43.9%

56.1%

66

Chi. Square = 4.556

DF = 2

The resuits are inconclusive.

Pless than .10

When performance skill is

considered, the expected relationship 'appears, but not strongly
enough ,to make the table significant.

For teaching skill, .the

/

,

.
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difference between low and medium skill is strongly in the expected direction, with a drop for those with high skill.
table is also not significant.

This

Introducing controls for class

and sex does not significantly al ter the relationship's.
There seems to be, then; a slight tendency for those of
lower skill to look to. others who are possi bly more encouraging
as their "most influential" other concerning their present musical progress.

However, this does not greatly reduce the percent

who see the private teacher as most influential.

What adjustments

the students make to negative cues from their teachers seem not to
be in the direction of greatly altering the importance of the
teacher's views of the student's skill.

The importance of the

teacher may be too well institutionalized into the value structure to

allo~

this to happen.

The importance of the major applied 'teacher as a significant
other seems to be salient regardless of class (excepting female
sophomores, and slightly more so for seniors).
important regardless of sex.

It is also very

With such importance attached by the

.'

. student to the major applied teacher, it can be reasonably expected
that the student 1 s very aware about cues given by the teacher as
to his opinions of the music world, its values, and,especially,
hi s opinions concerning the student's ski'll
and ability to make
)
successful the career planned.

This point should be kept in mind

as variables concerning a student's eventual career choice are
considered.
It is also important to note that it takes very little time
,for freshmen to come to see their major applied teacher as most
important in providing feedback as to their professional skills.
The freshmen had been at the school no more than sixteen weeks when
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they were interviewed; yet already a majority of them saw their
major applied teacher as most influential concerning their present
progress.

The cultural value of looking to the private teacher

for the most important cues is, then, alread.y learned, when a

•

student enters the music school, or is learned within. the first
few weeks of the student's Oberlin career.

The "power" of in-

fluence inherent in the position of the private teacher is, it
seems, legitimized very early by the students, which means that
the Conservatory does not usually have to concern itself with
teaching that value to students --- at least not for long.
2.

The major applied teachers view performance as the highest
musical achievement toward which the better students
should strive, with teaching being an alternative available for those. who are most likely not to be able to
make it in a performance career.

There was no direct measure 9f this hypothesis ih the
teachers' survey.

However, strong inferrential evidence is· found

through a factor analysis of the items used in constructing the
objective skill scales (for a brief introduction to factor analysis,
see Nie,et. al., 1970: pp. 209-226).

The principal factor

method with iterations was used with a varimax rotated solution
obtained.
In essence, factor analysis attempts to locate underlying
dimensions, . or "factors"; which run throui>h a given set of var"

iables.

These factors must be named by the person doing the an-

alysis on the basis of theory concerning the items which fall into
each factor.

The major strengths of this method for analysis pur-

poses are that it locates underlying theoretical relationships
among variables which might not·appear using normal analysis
methods, and that it will automatically determine the number of

oj

factors which explain a sUbstantial percent of the variance.
Factor analysis was run, first using the seven evaluation
questions the teachers answered concerning the student • s ability
in a number of areas (see above, Chapter IV).

Since these deal

with the teacher's evaluation of a student's musicalkkill, it was
expected that only one factor would appear.
,

'

This indeed ,was the

case.

The two questions concerning the likelihood, in the teacher's
opinion, of the student 'being successful in a performance career
and a teaching career were then introduced into the analysis.
The theoretical supposition was that, when considering a student's
possibility of

b~ing

successful at a given career, the seven

ability items would be taken into consideration by the teacher,
and ,judgement would be made on the basis of those characteris-:
tics.

If success in a performanc'e and teaching career are judged

on the basis of similar relevant characteristics, a one-factor
solution

woul~

be expected.

The results, however, clearly show that two factors are in
operation.

Table 5.4a gives the factor loadings for each of the

nine items, and the eigenvalues for each of the two factors.
The eigenvalues are a measure of significance of the factors.
The usual level at which a factor is considered significant is
approximately 1.00.
Assigning an item to a factor is done in the following manner.
Ideally, an item should have a "high" loading in only one factor.
The possible loadings run from -1.00 to ,1.00.

Initially, one

scans the loadings for each item, assigning them to the fac,tor
for which they load the highest.

Ambiguities may be encountered
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TABLE 5.413.:

Factor loadings and eigenvalues for all skill
variables.

Varimax: rotated factor matrix
Factor
potential
Technique
Musicality
Effort
personali ty
Overall abill ty
Overall progress
Likelihood of performance career
Likelihood of'teaching career

1

0.812;'
0.736*
0.710*
0.292
0.290
0.817*
0.449
0.696*
0.144-

Factor ~
0.233
0.321
0.3240.893*
0.632*
0.388
0.759*
0.186
0.633*

' * item belongs to that factor.

Factor

Eigenvalue

Percent of variance**

1
2
, ,:t:

** of the total percent explained by the factors.
in two ways:

an item may have similar factor loadings on more

than one factor, thereby making it unclear as to which factor it
belongs in;

or an item's highest loading may be lower than the

highest loading of another item already placed in that factor.
" "Problems such as these may indicate that the underlying dimension's of,. the analysis are not clear.
In this case, the solution does not run into such problems.
The items clearly break into two factors.
see this
5.1).

breakdo~m

A clear visual way to'

is to plot the loadings on a graph (Figure

It is seen, that potential, musicality, technique, overall

ability, and likelihood of a performance career clUster together,
while effort, personality, overall progress, and likeliho.od of a
teaching career cluster together. 'On the basis of these findings,
it is concluded that, in assessing a student's likelihood of
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FIGURE 5.1:

Graph of varimax rotated factor matrix for all
skill variables.

'Horizontal Factor

1

Vertical Factor 2

.7

1.
2.
).
4.

5.
6.

7.

,8.
9.

potential
Technique
MUsicality
Effort
personali ty
Overall Ability
Overall Progress
Likelihood.of
performance Career
Likelihood of
Teaching Career
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being successful in a performance career, the major applied
teachers take a different set of characteri stics into account
than they do in assessing a student's likelihood of being successfUl'in a teaching career.
Moreover, those characteristics split in a most interesting
way.

What might be called the "hard" musical items fall together

with performance • . These items are direct judgements on a student·s musicaLability or potential ability.
the "soft" items fall with teaching.

On the other hand,

Personality and effort are

independent of actual musical ability.

Overall progress implies

;·that musical ability items are held con stant.

To oversimplify,

yet ,to clarify, it might be said that a student with high potential, technique, musicality, and overall ability ls likely to be
judged high on the likelihood of success in a performance career;
a student wlth limited muslcalabillty, but with a good personall ty, who trles hard, and who has made good progresS considering
his potential,is
likely
to be successful in a teaching career.
,.
,
An examination of the correlation coefficients of the likeli-

hood of performance and teaching items with the
other items makes
,
this point even more clear (Table 5.4b).
TABLE 5.4b:

Correlation coefficients for likelihood of performance
and teaching careers with the other skill items.

Likelihood of
performance career
potential
Technique
Musicality
Effort
Personality
Overall ability
Overall progress
Likelihood of performance career
Likelihood of teaching career

0.655
0.592
0.562
0.403
0.315
0.607
0.457
1.000
0.177

Likelihood of
Teaching career

0.)0)
0.269
0.347
0.615
0.412
0.368
0.560
0.177
1.000
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The performanoe and teaohing items oorrelate least
eaoh other.

££

all with

If one is judged high on likelihood of performanoe,

.it does not mean that he is likely to be,'judged high on likelihood of teaohing.

One does not imply the other.

Themajor

teaohers do take a different set of things into aooount.
,Can it be said, then, that teaohers value performanoe more
than teaohing?

Probably not, as there is, of oourse, no ground

for saying that teaohers value one's musioal ability over, for
example" one's personality.

However, the musioal ability of

the student ,i s not a po si ti ve element taken into aoooun t when
a teaoher judges whether or not a student would be suooessful as
Given that the major teaoher's main job is to teaoh

a teaoher '"

~I

.

'\

,

"musioal ability"; ,given that, themselves performers as well as
teaohers, they attempt to produoe performers, not'teaohers;

and

given the general status hierarohy of musioal jobs in the musio
world (see above, Chapter III), it might be inferred that the
major teaohers would

t~nd

to influenoe' students wi th high musioal

ability to attempt a performanoe oareer, and the others to 'attempt
a teaching career.

:30 ,Students see performanoe as viewed as a higher status
occupation than teaohing by those in t,he music world.
students were asked to rank-order nine oocupations of the
musiC world according to the prestige the student felt they have
in the music

.

world~

The distribution of means for the nine jobs

'

is shown in Table 5.5a.
Performanoe ,oooupations come in first through fourth, with
,

the four lowesy means.

Opera ohorus singer and Hollywood studio

performer, two performing jobs oonsidered usually as "hack" jobs
in the general musio world, are still rated above the publio
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TABLE 5.5a:

Distribution of mean scores for the rank-ordering
by prestige in-the,music world of music occupations.

occupation

Standard deviation

, Mean

1. Symphony conductor,
2. Vocal or instrumental soloist
J. Chamber music performer
4. Orchestral musician
5. University music teacher
6. Private music teacher
7. Opera chorus singer
8. Hollywood studio performer
9. Public school music teacher

2.120
2.16J
3.951
4.22J
5.000
6.000
6.372
7.286
7.798

school music teacher, who is ranked lowest.
sex , show no significant difference.
'

1.p02
1.56J
1.868
1.448
1.634
2.000'
1.655
1.948
1.731
Controls applied by

Neither do controls applied

by class, indicating that the musical prestige system, like the
importance of the major applied teacher, is a trait the student
learns before he comes to the Con,servatory, or very soon thereafter.
How much ,these prestige values of the music world as perceived
by the students effect their self-concept and their view of their
skill is di'fficultto say.

There was much indication that this

prestige system, while recognized, was' not nearly universally
endqrsed by the students.

There were many questions to the in-

terviewers concerning whether the answer wanted was the way the
student viewed the intrinsic value of the job, or the way musicians in general
would rank the prestige.
,
'

their answer reflects the way things
should

~.

Many commented that
not the way things

~.

There 1s indication in the literature that persons in lower
status jobs tend,when ranking jobs in order of prestige, to rank
low status jobs on the high side in an apparent attempt to raise

the value of the work they do, and thereby. their' self-concept
(Alexander, 1973;

Weinstein, 1957-58).

Might this also be the

case with aspiring musicians who are planning on careers holding
very different prestige rewards?

'It might be argued that if those

planning on a teaching career rank teaching jobs significantly
high~r

I

than those planning on a performance career, some adjust-

ment is being made to the self-concepts of aspiring teachers so
that they do see higher social support accruing to teachers than
do performance majors.
Thi s indeed is not the case.

Cro sstabulations were run on

the occupations by the student's present career plans, showing
no significant differences in ranking.

The student's major ---

performance or music education (with others being edited) --was then substituted for the student's career plans, and the
crosstabulations were rerun.

Those students majoring in music

education are in a program primarily designed for those entering
public school 1;eaching,.
cant.

Again, hone of the tables proved signifi-

Indeed, in the two cases where significance is approached,

the relationship is in the direction opposite to what would have
been expected from the literature (Table5.5b).
TABLE 5.5b:

Crosstabulations of music occupation prestige
rankings by student's academiC major.
i'

Private music teacher

Major

Performance

High
(1z2 2 .:2)

Medium

~4z526)

Low
(7 1 8 z9)

16.1,%

39.5,%

44.4,%

124

8.3'%

27.8,%

63.9'%

36

Music' education
Chi.square = 4.406

DF= 2

N..

P less than .20

c
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Major

Hollywood studio performer
High
(1,2,)

Medium
(4,5,6)

Low
(7.8.9)

N

Performance

5.6%

18~5%

75.8%

124

MUsic education

8.3%

33.3%

. 58.3%

36

Chi Square

= 4.296

DF

=2

P

les~

than .20

The private teacher was ranked lower by music education majors than
by performance majors.

Thi s may be due to performanoe majors

viewing private teachers as more important to their eventual career
than those in music eduoation.
The other interesting case is that of the Hollywood studio
musician.

Here" performance majors ranked this job lower than

music education majors.

One reason for this might be that per-

formance majors have a better idea as to what a Hollywood studio
mUsician is.' ,Those go1,.ng into that field are viewed by many as
losing their musical integrity by playing inferior music in order
to make money. or, in, Becker's terms employed in his studies of
jazz musicians, "going cominercial" (Becker. 1951).

MUsic educa-

tion majors may be less familiar wi th the tensions inherent in
this type of situation.
It is found, then, that there is great unanimity among stu,dents as to what they see as the prestige system of musical ocoUpations in the music world.

Aspiring performers realize that
t

they are heading toward what the music world sees as, the most
desirable, jobs;

aspiring teachers realize that they are heading

toward a career which is seen as not as desirable as performing.
Given also the discussion above of the teachers and their evaluations;might it not be expected that these factors effect the
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student's perception of his musical skill?

This is the next

question to be considered.

J.

This effects the student's view of his skill, with
those planning a non-performance career seeing their
skill as lower than those planning a performance career
of the same "0 bj ec ti ve" skill.
'

It was found that a student's view of his

musica~

skill is

highly oorrelated with his objective performanoe skill, though
not his objective teaching skill.

Do

one's oareer plans in-

fluenoe one's view of his skill so that those planning to go into
a teaohing oareer more often unde:rrate their skill, and those
going into a performance oareer more often overrate their skill?
Crosstabulations were run on one's objective performance and
teaching skill wlth each separate question, concerning the student's
view of his skill.

"Correct" estimates are shown on the diagonal

of each table (Table 5.6), with tne others being "incorrect"
estimates of skill.

Of course, more students feel themselves

above average when ,compared with those in their teacher's studio
than with the average professional in their field, but since the
interest here is in only relative differences in estimates between
those with differing career plans, the relative measures of
"correct" and "incorrect" answers will suffice •
.. Thedata are 'presented in a summary.table fcirmin Table 5.6.
In' general,.the;y<tend· to' support the hypothesis.

Because the

table is s~mewhat'complicated to read, an example is considered.

J.J%

of those with medium objective performance skill underrated

their ability when comparing themselves with other students in .
.their teacher's studio, oompared with 14.3% of those with medium'
skill who plan on a teaching ca:reer who underrated their skill
compared wi thothers in' their teacher's studio.

TABLE 5.6:

SUmmary percents of those overrating, underrating,
or correctly estimating their objective performance
and teaching skill, controlling for career plans.

View of skill
com:Qared wi th:

Objective Eerformance skill
Medium

High

x 76 • 0%

x 46 •7%

-----

Correct
Plans=Performance
Pland=TeachiIig

24.0%
18.5%

50.0,%
33.3%

57.5%
50.0%

Underrate
Plans=Performance
Plans=Teaching

---------

. * 3.3%
, 14.3%

*42.5%
50.0%

Conservatory:
Overrate
Plans=Performance
Plan s=Teaching

*88.5%
·71.4%

*3e.7%
19.0%

-----

Correct
Plans=Performance
Plan s=Teaching

11.5%
28.6%

53.}%
71.4,%

44.7%
35.0,%

Underrate
Plans=Performance
Plans=Teaching

---------

10.0%
9.5%

*55.3%
65.0%

Professional:
Overrate
Plans=Performance
Plan s=Teaching

42.3%
40.7%

*12.9%
4.5%

---------

Correct
Plan s=Performarice
Plan s=Teaching

57.7%
59.3%

45.2%
45.5%

25.6%
10.0,%

Underrate
Plans=Performance
Plans=Teaching

---------

*41.9%
50.0%

*7 4 •4%
90.0%

Teacher's studio:
Overrate
Plans=Performance
Plan s=Teaching

-

*

~

81.5%

52.4%

-----

-----

in predicted direction by at !east ~.

x in opposite direction by at least

5 •

<
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View of skill
compared wi th:

Objective teaching skill

. Teacher's studio:
Overrate
Plans=Performance
Plan s=Teaching

Low

Medium

High

95.9%
*82.4%

38 .7%
40.0%

-----

Correct
Plans=Performance
Plans=Teaching

6.1%
17.6%

48.4%
45.0%

64.5%
44.8%

Underrate
Plans=Performance
.Plans=Teaching

---------

12.9%
15.0%

*35.5%
55.2%

Conservatory:
Overrate
Plans=Performance
Plan s=Teaching

87.5%
89.5%

. *25.8%
20.0%

-----

Correct
Plans=Performance
Plan s=Teaching

12.5%
10.5%

64.5%
60.0,%

45.2%
23.3%

._----

_---

* 9.7%
20.0,%

*54 • 8,%
76.7,%

Professional :'
Overrate
.
Plans=performance
Plans=Teaching

55.9'%
57.9%

*16.1%
0.0%

-----,

Correct
Plans=performance
Plan s=Teaching

44.1%
42.1%

41.9%
55.0%

16.1%
10.0%

-'----

41.9%
45.0%

*83.9%
90.0%

Underrate
Plans=Performance
Plan s=Teaching

Underrate
Plans=Performance
Plan s=Teaching

....

-----

-----

-----

-----

~ in predicted direction by at least 5%.
x in opposite direction by at least 5%.

With the exception of performance skill on the question concerning skill as seen in the student's teacher's studio, those
planning a teaching career do tend to underrate their skill, and
those planning a performance career tend to overrate their skill.
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This is truePoth for objective performance skill
jective teaching skill.

~'

for ob-

While the percentages are such that

no definite conclusions' can be reached, the: tendency for this
to take place is clear.
III~

; 1.

Further factors effectin&: students'views of their
skill, objective skill, ~ commitment !2. ,career plans.
Seniors will have higher views of their own skill
than will freshmen.

A correlation analysis was run of a student's school class
with i:;he, su!lllll8.ry measure of his view of his skill.

Theresults:<,;

are shown in Table 5.7.
TABLE 5.7:

Kendall Correlation Coefficients for a student's
class wi th the summary scale of the student' s
vi ew 0 f hi ssklll. *

Class
View of skill:
Sum

0.219
N=188
Sig=O.OOl

'*

Kendall's correlation coefficient' was Used here because of the
large !'n" in'each category of the class variable (see Nie, et. 801.,
1970: pp. 14)-145).
There isa significant correlation between the view of skill scale
and a student·s class.
As discussed earlier, because of the nature of the data, explanations for this must be tentative.

The longer a student

successfully remains at the school may explain part of the relationship, with the attrition of those with low views of their
skill being an added factor.

'But since' the data are cross-sectional,

there is no way to adequately test these possible explanations.
2. ' SkU,l and cOmfii tment to a set of career plans are not
usually related.

'15
A correlation analYsis was run of the objective measures of
a student's performance and teaching skill with his commitment
to a music career.

The correlation between objective teaching

skill and commitment is. as predicted, not significant.

How-

ever, a significant correlation between perfQrmance skill and commitment does app'ear (Table 5.8).
Partial correlation coefficients for performance
and teaching skill with commitment, controlling
for a st~dent's view of his skill.

TABLE 5.8:

Commitment
Performance skill

0.168
N=16J
3ig=0.016

Teaching skill

0.018
N=179
Sig=.0.406
Controlling

f2£ student I ~

~

2! skill

Commitment
Performance skill

0.096
N=162
Sig=0.110

In order to attempt to explain this correlation, a partial
correlation ,was run between objective performance skill and commitment, controlling for the student's view of his skill.
predicted that if

a

It was

student's view of his skill is high, regard-

less of his actual skill, he is more likely to be highly committed
to a mUsical career.

If this is the case, it further estabiishes

the importance of a student's view of his musical skill as a
critical variable in matters relating to his career decisions and
commitment.

The results of this run show that controlling for the
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student's view of his skill reduces the original relationship to
a level belowstati stical significance.

,3. A student's school class is not related

to skill or

commitment.

"

This hypothesis can only be answered with a qilaB.fied "yes"
(Table 5.9).
5.9:

. TABLE

Clas.S

Crosstabulations of class by performance skill,
teaching skill, and commi tment.

"

performance. skill
Low

High

Freshman

40.8.%

59.2.%

49

Sophomore

61.2%

38.8.%

49

Junior

46.5.%

53.5.%

43

seniQr

36.8.% '

63.2.%

38

Chi Square = 6.311

DF = 3

N

p less than .10

Teaching skill
Low

High

Freshman

53.1.%

46.9%

49

sophomore

57.1.%

42.9%

49

Junior

46.5%

53.5.%

43

Senior

39.5%

60.5.%

38

Chi square.= 3.072

DF = 3

N.

NS

Crosstabulations show that there seem to be complex relationships going on which cannot at this time be explained.

The data

do not seem to be linear, rendering correlation analysis inappropriate., None of the tables are significant, although seniors
seem to consistently rank higher on all items than do underclass-

,
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Class

Commitment
High

Low
. Freshman

N

57.4%

42.6%

47

sophomore

53.2%

46.8%"

4'7

Junior

63.6%

36.4% .

47

senior

40.0%

60.0%

35

ChiSqu~re

men.

= 4.641

NS

DF = 3

The fact that they do so at least partially can be explained

by selective attrition --- those who were not committed to a
music career have been weeded out before becoming seniors.

Still,

the differences by class seem to be minimal.

4.

Sex is not related to commitment or musical skill, but
is related to certain aspects of skill •

.
'"

Table 5 .10a shows that, while men are somewhat higher both
on the performance skill and cOmnli tment scale s. none of the relationships is significant.
TABLE 5.10a:

~.

Crosstabulations for sex by performance skill,
teaching skill, and commitment.

performance skill
High

~

N

Female

51.1%

48.9%

94

Male

42.4%

57.6%

85

Corrected Chi.Square = 1.033

DF = 1

NS

Teaching skill

Sex

High

~

N

Female

50.0%

50.0%

94

Male

49.4%

50.6%

85

Corrected Chi square = 0.005

DF

=1

NS

/0

Commitment
High

,

Female

59.1%

40.9%

Male

48.8%

5l.3%

Corrected Chi Square = 1.476

!1
93
80
NS

DF == 1

Crosstabulations of sex by the nine components of the skill
indices show'a very interesting relationship.

The one significant

relationship which shows up is that between sex and the
.

".

tea~her's

">;

judgement of the likelihood of the student being successful in a
performance career (Ta bl e 5.1 Ob) •

TABLE 5.10b:

Crosstabulation for sex by the likelihood of
being successful in a performance career as
judged by the major applied teacher.

Likelihood of success in performance career
Unlikely

Po ssi ble

Female

41.5%

44.7%

Male

26.8%

42.7%

Chi square
Men are

= 8.384

dee~ed

DF == 2

Very likely

P less than .02

by the teachers much more likely to be

suc~

cessful in a performance career than are women.
What explanations might be offered to explain this relationship?

Might women at Oberlin, 'for whatever reason, actually be

less mUsically skilled overall than men?
be the case

~-_

This does not seem to

no significant difference was found on any 'of

the seven ability items; nor, for that matter, on the item
measuring likelihood of teaching.
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Does the faculty have a lower opinion of the musical skill
of the women students?
ceding paragraph, the

For the same reason discussed in the preanswe~

would have to be no.

A more plaus-

ible explanation is that the faculty reco~ize the ad~ed difficulty in the performance world for women.

Extremely few
women
I

have been members of major orchestras, instrumental soloists, or
conductors.

For whatever reasons, it has been extremely diffi-

cul t for women to gain a foothold in performance occupations
(wi th the one exception of. the vocal field).

The major applied

teacliers, who are themselves most familiar with this situation,
.,
therefore would be likely to add this factor into their considerations of how likely women are

~o

be successful in performance.

While the findings do not point to a conclusion that the
faculty are prejudiced against

wo~en,

they are not irrelevant con-

cerning the teaching of women students.

It is reasonable to pro-

pose that if the faculty see women as less likely to be successful in a performance career, they may take them less seriously as
contenders for success in a performance career.

Their opinion may

be communicated through advice to women· about career plans, or,
more subtly,

thro~gh

normal interaction which takes place at pri-

vate lessons'l or through informal cues.

The data are not sen-

sitive enough to explore such possibilities, though it does suggest an interesting area for future research.

One might, how-

ever, see in operation a structurally-built-in self-fulfilling
prophecy, whereby teachers, though not agreeing with the

dif~

ferential opportunities afforded women in musical careers, realize
the harsh realities and discourage women from attempting to "make
it" in performance careers, thereby helping to perpetuate the
system as it stands.

Again,it must be emphasized that such an
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interpretation must remain as speculation at the present time.
In summary. it seems as though the. expected socialization
prooess is operating, at least to ,some extent.

The signifioant

"

other enoouragement peroeived by the student is strongly related
to his View of his. skill.

The aocuraoy of that view of his skill

to his "object'i ve" performanoe skill is increased if he has had
oontaots he sees as very important with signifioant others who
know musio and can give "expert" judgement on the student's qualifioations.· Conoerning the student's present progress in music,
the oues reoeived from the student's major applied teaoher are
tak~n

by the student as extremely important.
In rating the ohanoes a 'student has· for being suooessful in

a performanoe career, teaohers assess items direotly related to
the student's musical ability,

w~ereas

when rating a student's

chances of being suooessful in a teaching career, these items
are not seen as important.

This fact, plus the oooupational

prestige system of the musio world as seen by the students, enoouragesstudents who plan on a non-performance oareer to tend to
underrate their musioal ability, and those who plan on a performance career to tend to overrate their musical ability.
These findings point toa process by whioh students of high
performance ability are likely to oontinue on toward a performance career, and those with lower performance ability are likely
to switoh to teaching.

In the following ohapter, the rate of ao-

tual ohange of career plans will be examined, followed by an attempt to integrate the knowledge gained into a causal model of
the development prooess of a student's View of his skill and of
a student's career ohoice.

CHAPTER ..1.b.:
THE ~ MODEL

Before explicating the causal model, a question must be
,
asked which has not yet been directly approached, but. which is
critical to the analysis.' The question is this:
change

actual~y

how much

occurs in the career plans of students at the

Oberlin Con serva tory?

In Chapter II, i twas stated that, from

an
organizational systems point of view, considering market con.
,

ditions, it would be eXpected that a great deal of switching
from :performanceplans 'lio; .teaching P:Lal')i,!f; by, the student s would
; ,
take place.' It was predicted, ,however, that at the Oberlin Conservatory, ,there would be very little change, and,in Chapter
III, themeohanisms the school has to effect such changes were
considered, , and those available. specifically to the Oberlin Con,!lervatory were discussed.

In Chapter V, some of the more im-

portant variables and relationships in the socialization of
music students were examined, of which socialization to a set
of career plans is an important part.
tions are a,sked:
career plans?

Now the following ques-

what is the nature of the Conservatory student!s

How much do they change while he is at school?

In what direction is the change?

What factors effect the direc-

tion of the change (that is, toward or away from performance)?
And finally, what is the best predictor of a student's present
career plans?
Information was solioi ted concerning the student' s Career
plans when he first came to Oberlin,as well as a student's
I
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present career plans.

AnalYsis was done only on .the first

career listed, in the case of multiple listings (see Appendix
B, questions 56 and 57a). :.These open-ended answers fell mainly into three oategories:

those whose first choice involves

teaching (including, for example, mUsicologists,

whos~

career

. almost. always 'involves academic teaching positions, even if the
main interest is research);
formance;

those whose first choice is per-

and those whose first choice is a non-music profession.

·The third category was eliminated from the analysis.
,Table 6.1 shows the extent of change from one category to

TABLE 6.1:

Crosstabulation of student career plans when he
first came to Oberlin with student's present career
plans.

Plans at first.

Teaching
Performance
corrected Chi Square

Present career plans
Teaching;

ferformance

li

'76.2%

23.8%

63

21.9%

78.1%

105

= 45.354

DF = 1

Pless than .001

It is found that 21.9% of those who originally planned to enter
a performance career had changed their plans to a teaching career. This. might be termed slightly more change than was originally.
expected, although the change cannot be termed substantial.

How-

ever, this is offset in the overall picture by the fact that
23.8% of the students who origina.lly had planned on a career in
teaching changed their plans to' a performance career.
What does this mean in relation to the processes of sociali-

8J
zation discussed earlier?

First, regardlng whether or not the

students come to terms with the market situation and, with the
exception only,
of the highest in musical
. ,.
this does not seem to be happening.

~ill.

switch to teaching,

There is as much' changing

toward performance as there is toward teaching.

I

,However, it is

, predicted from ep.rlier di scussions that the higher a student's
vi ew of hi s skill is, the more likely he is to change to plans,
of a performance career, and the lower his view of his skill is,
the more likely he is to change toward a teaching career.
'Table 6.2 summarizes the findings when crosstabulations were
run on present plans by the plans held when the student first
came to Oberlin, controlling' fC;;r the student's view of his skill.
TABLE 6.2:

summary table of the percent of those switching
to performance or teaching plans, controlling
for the student's view of his skill.

Switch to:

performance
Teaching

student'~ ~

£!'ht§ skill

Low

Medium

5.J%
25.0%

27.J%
2J.1%

High

40.0%
15.4%

It is seen that the prediction is strongly supported, with
those viewing their skill as higher being much more inclined to
switch in the direction of a performance career than those viewing
their skill as lower.
Crosstabulations we:re also run controlling for sex and class.
Men seem to shift slightly more often toward performance, and
women toward teaching, but in neither case did the difference
approach significance.

Concerning class, as should be expected,
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seniors had registered a change in one or the other direction
more often than freshmen, as they had had three years, not three
months, in which to change their plans.

The directions of change,

however, were "substantially the same across classes. '
It can at this point be concluded that a socialization process does seem to be operating at the school which encourages
those with higher objective performance skill to equate th~~ with
high musical skill

~d

/

see their musical skill as high, therefore

being encouraged to attempt

a performance career.

This process

also causes those ,whose objective performance skill is relatively
low to see

th~ir

in teaching.

musical skill as low and tend to plan on a career

Thi's conclusion fits with what was to have been ex-

pected on the basis of the organizational systems approach, as well
as on the basis of ,the socialization theory developed.

However,

it is the degree of change in each direction, not the process,
which breaks with the theory expounded.

As many students change

toward a performance career as change toward a teaching career,
thereby accounting

fo~a

nearly identical number of graduates

hoping to pursue a performance career as was found at entrance.
Discussion of this conclusion will be saved until the next
chapter.
into

First,an attempt will be made to integrate the findings

aca~sal

model of the socialization process in hopes of

forming a clearer picture of what is going on.
The tool used to explicate this causal process is path analysis.
It is a variation on regression analysi s in which the, relati ve
strength of independent variables in predicting the value of a
dependent variable can be measured (for a basiC theoretical and
mathematical introduction to path analysis, see Land, 1969; and
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Heise, 1969).

The measure used is called the path coefficient,

which is simply Beta, or the standardized regression coeffici~mt,

of regression analysis.

For purposes of illustration, a very simple path model is
shown in Figure 6.1.

Item 1 is the dependent variable, being

"caused" by items 2 and).
tion of one item on another.

The arrows indicate the causal.direcItem 2 is "caused" by item 3.

It

is seen that both items 2 and) were predicted to have a direct
effect on item 1, with item :3 also havirl;g an indirect effect by
its influence on item 2.
The path coefficients (the range of which can vary between
approximately -1.00 mid 1.00) do show a strong relattonship
between items 2 and 1, ·and items :3 and 2, but a weak relationship between items :3 and 1 directly.

It can be interpreted as

meaning that item) is influent:\.al on item 1 only by its influence
on item 2, but not directly on item 1.
There are some important theoretical and methodological
constraints on the construction of path models.

The first is

that the causal relationships must be extremely sound theoretically.

In the example· in Figure 6.1, the direction of the arrows

can be reversed and still yield the same path coefficients, but
theoretically it would be meaningless.
is a country'

13

If, for instance, item 1

present gross national prdduct and item 2 is that

country's gross national product of five years ago, reversing the
arrow between the two would be saying that a country's present
gross national product has a strong influence on that country's
gross national product of five. years ago.

Theoretical justifi-

cation for the causal direction of the model, therefore, is
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critical.
Metho~ological

constraints on path analysis are the same as

those which apply to regression analysis.

In the analYsis which

,
"
follows, the r~quirement of interval data has been somewhat re-

laxed.

However, the scales used can either be

consid~red

some-

where between 'ordinal and interval scales (for example, the skill
scales) or dichotomous scales (for example, the student's present
career plans, coded as either performance or teaching).

There are

precedents for using these types of data in path analYSiS, and
the amoUnt of distortion has been found to be small (Land, 1969:
pp. ))-)4).

It is therefore felt that the path coefficients found

in this analysis 'are

substan~iallY'valid.

Figure 6.2 sho.ws the path model developed, with all possible
causal paths included.

The significant. other variables are broken

into the sum of instrumental and the sum of expressive other encouragement for each of the three times:

when the student first

began studying musiC, when he first thought of making a .career of
music, and

concernin~

the student's present progress in music,

Others at Time 1 can effect others at Time 2, who can effect
oth~rs

at Time ), who can directly influence the student's view

of his skill by providing feedback and encouragement, or lack of
enceuragement.
\

Others at Time 1 and Time 2 may also. influence a student's
career plans at the time he cemes to Oberlin.

These "plans at

first" can directly influence the student's present career plans;
certain commitments were involved in originally deciding on a
career, and it can be assumed that they operate at the school to
help the student maintain consistency of plan and resist temp-

.E!GURE 6.2:

All possible paths .
Performance skiU;

'---r--------I·.~r----;ril-O-;f~-----,
Teaching skill

Performances

[
Instrumental
Sig. Others:
Time 1

lnstrumental
Sig. Others:
Time 2

Instrumental
Sig. Others:
Time 3

t

l

1

~~~~--~~--~
R's view of

his/her skill
Expressive
Sig. Others:
Time 2

Expressi ve
Sig. Others:
Time 2

Expressive
Sig. Others:
Time 3

R's career plans
upon coming
to Oberlin

1
R'·s present
career plans

tations to change •.
As was noted earlier, the student's view of his skill effects
his present career plans.

This view of skill is influenced by the

encouragement 'th~ student perceives he gets from sign;\.ficant
others, as well as the opportuni tie s he has to ply hils trade.
It is theoretically possible that objective teaching and performance skill have independent effects on the student's view of his
skill.
The number of performances a student is in may be influenced
by tne student's objective performance and teaching skill, as
well as the encouragement the student receives from present significant other's.' Finally,

a student's encouragement from present

significant otnersmay be influenced by their perception of his
objeotive performance and

teachi~g

skill.*

On the basis of this model, the path coefficients were computed.

Significance of each coefficient was determined through the

use of F tests.

Those paths which were not significant were

eliminated from the model, and the new coefficients were determined.

This results in the model shown in Figure 6.3.

* Concerning the methodological nature of the specific items, all
variables except those dealing with career plans can be said to
approximate interval data. .The number of performance s is an interval item. The others are scales which contain fairly minute
ordinal distinctions, resulting in fairly continuous variables
wi th few ties in ,categories. While it must be remembered that the
interval data requirement has been relaxed, thereby somewhat
distorting the least squares solution to the regression equations, it is felt that a fair approximation has been aChieved.
The two variables on career plans have been turned into dummy
variables, with performance being scored as "1" and teaching and
other (except for non-music responses, which were edited) being
scored "0", This, while approximating interval-type data,
further relaxes the requirement. However, since present career
plans does not enter at all as an independent variable, and since
plans at first only is used as a predictor to present plans, it
is felt that the approximation is valid enough to Use without
di srupting the general model.

ElGURE 6.3:

Corrected paths: all respondents.

Performance skill
...

.166

..

>[ . It. of .
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Teaching skill

Instrumental
Sig. Others:
Time 1

"-:'"::7==-=-:;:-::,,------,
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Sig. Others:
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+
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Beginning with the relationships between the significant
other variables, it is seen that the encouragement received from
.significant others at '.rime ,1 is a strong predictor of the encouragement re'~eived from instrumental others at Time, 2.

The

same holds true for expressive other encouragement atI Times 1
and 2.

It is ,interesting that there is a crossover relation-

ship between the expressive other encouragement at Time 1 and the
instrumental other encouragement at Time 2.

This may have to do

wi th the e stabli shing of: instrumental others for the student.
When he f'Lrst begins studying mUSic, the expressive others usually
provide him with his most important encouragement.

This en-

couragement may include support for the student in establishing
instrumental relationships (finding and studying with a private
. teacher, for example).

Much exp:r,e ssi ve support at Time 1, there-

fore, may mean that by Time 2, the student is likely to have established contact with instrumental others who then are giving
him sUpport.
The support received by instrumental others at Time 2 is a
significant predictor of the support received by instrumental
others at Time 3.

The expressive others relationship is even

more significant regarding the strength of the predictor.

The

crossover, however, does not appear between Time 2 and Time 3.
Instrumental and expressive encouragement by that time seem to
be operating independently of one another.
The musicUm must start hi s career at an early' age.. The
vast majority (95.2% of those interviewed) have studied their
major applied instrument before corning to Oberlin.

Once are-

lationsh1p wi th an instrumental other is established, that other
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may assume the functien .of guiding the student threugh secial
netwerks and establishing the musical cennectiens a student needs.
·The instrumental ethers also usually knew music and the music
.
,
werld better than the expressive ethers, raising the ~redibility
.of their enceuragement (.or lack .of enceuragement) in
eyes.

~he

student's

Once such a relatienship is established, expressive ether

enceuragement is likely te beceme less impertant te the student
and have little to de with the enceuragement he receives frem
instrUmental significant ethers.
What ether facters enter inte the ameunt .of significant
ether enceuragement perceived at Time

J?

Fer the instrumental

ethers, it is-seen that beth ebjecti ve perfermance andebjecti ve
teaching skill are significant predicters.

Fer the expressive

others, only perfermance skill is, significant, and that barely se.
It is necessary at this peint to reiterate exactly what these
items are measuring.

The skill items are based on ratings made

of the student' s skill by the teachers.

The significant ether

items measure the relative ameunt of enceuragement the students
perceive as receiving frem their varieus significant ethers.
Teachers are included in_the measure of instrumental significant
ethers, so .one .of the ethers whese perceived enceuragement gees
inte making that scale is the same as the persen whe gave the
student his skill ratings.
All .of which means that censideratien is being given to an
implied system of communicatien which goes en between the te'acher
and the student, as well as between all significant ethers and
the student.

On the basis of their judgement .of a student's

skill, significant ethers give the student encouragement •. The
more skill. they judge he has, the more encouragement they will
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\

give him concerning his present progress lnmusic.

The student,

then, receives this encouragement,which is what is beipg measured.
It is not a measure of. encouragement givenj·
,

it is a measure

of encouragement perceived, hence, received.
What is somewhat surprising, then, is that the piredictl ve
power between 'skill and other encouragement is not greater than
it is.

It is fairly understandable that the coefficient is

small between. performance skill and expre ssi ve otherencouragemen t.
Expressive others are likely to give encouragement on other
factors;

since the student often is a relative or a friend.

Also,

the , expressive other encouragement by now is likely to be looked
upon by the student as not that important --- they are not experts;
how do they know if he is really good?
The surprise is that the relationship between skill and the
instrumental others is not stronger, especially considering that
the teacher who rated the student is included in the instrumental
other scale.

What possible explanations are there?

Other

factors besides musical skill might enter into the encouragement
given by the teacher.

Or the teachers may see their role as

primarily one of teaching skills, not judging students to the
point of gi vlng advice concerning the student's progress and/or
his career plans.

Or the teacher, while being good enough to

force himself into skill ratings for the purpose of this research,
may himself not be sure enough about the student's ability to
directly enco·urage or di scourage him.

Or the student may not

pick up the cues offered by the teacher as encouragement or discouragement.

Or

~

combination of these factors may operate.

The important implication is that the transll'\.tion of the

teacher's view of a student's skill into perceived instrumental
other encouragement by the student is not as accurate as one
might expect •. A fruitful area for additional research would,
it seems, be iri the area of the communication of the teacher's
evaluations of' the student's skill to the student,

bo~h

formally

and informally.
Concerning the number of performances a student is in,
objective performance skill is significant as a predictor, though
Just barely.

This is logical:

the higher one's performance

,skill, the more likely one is to be able to find'opportunities
to perform.

Again, surprise must be expressed at the lack of

strength of the coefficient. ' Again, extraneous factors
in.

may

enter

However, there are two other factors which should be taken

into 'account.

The first is that j;here are relatively few chances

. for anyone to perform' (Table 6.J)~'
TABLE 6.J:

Distribution of the number of performances the
student was in 'so far this semester'.

Number

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 or more
Not ascertained

Freguenc~

55
23
25
23
24
17
6
3
11

1

N=TffB"

percent

29.3%
12.2%
13.3%
12.2%
12.8%
9.0%
3.2%
1.6%
5.9%
0.5%

Cum percent

29.3%
41.5%
54.8%
67.0%
79.8%
88.8%
92.0%
93.6%
99.5%
100.0%

It is seen that the distribution of performances is greatly .skewed
to the lower end..

Moreover, as was mentioned before, the major

proportion of the performing opportunities which are available
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are through the sohool, with extremely few outside> the sohool.
The sohool, while in some oases differentiating the skill of the
, student in allowing the better students more performing oppor·
tunities (e.g.', ~ome make the orohestra, ~ome do not)., still
feels an obligation to provide a somewhat oomparable number of
,

I

performanoe opportunities for all students in a partioular field
--- or at least a minimuni number.

This is refleoted in the

sohool requirements, making graduation oontingent on the oompletion of minimum performanoe requirements.
What of the influence of independent variables on a student's
view of his musical skill?

Of the five possible paths tested

(shown in Figure' 6.2), only two survive--'- those leading from

3.

performance skill and instrumental other encouragement, Time
The 'paths from teaching skill,

e~pressi ve

other encouragement,

and number of performanoes are not significant.
This, does much to summarize the socialization prooess which
has been ,discussed throughout this thesis.

It was expected that

expressi ve others would not be important concerning a student's
view of his skill at the present time, but that instrumental
others 'would be.

The instrumental others are the experts.

The

family, the most important component of the expressive others,
I

does not usually enjoy the status of "musical eXpert".

Moreover,

(

with the student away at school, face-to-face contact is reduced, as well as overall influence.
The fact that teaching skill is not Significant'; was also
expected.

It was discovered earlier that students tend to equate

"musical skill" with "performance skill".

Object! ve performanoe

skill i sa significant predictor both through instrumental other

encouragement, Time ), and directly.

This supports the view

that, in general, the higher the performance skill, the more encouragement will be given by instr:umental others, the more en, J

couragement will be perceived by the student as

give~;

the higher will be the student's view of his skill.

and hence

The d.irect

path being significant between performance skill and the student's
view of his skilL allows for the fact that feedback other than
from significant others, such as the student's comparison of his
skill with wha,t the student regardf1 as "good" or "ideal" skill,
is independently important in the formation by the student of a
view, of his skill.
The fact that the path between number of performances and
the student,' s view of hi s skill was not signi ficant was al so expected.

As was mentioned earlier 1 Kadushin's study of student
musicians in New York found that development of a professional
self-concept (of which it may be'assumed that "view of skill"
would form an important part) was most strongly related to the
performance opportunities a student makes use of, as well as union
membership, implying at least a symbolic relationship with the
professional performing world (Kadushin, 1968: Chapter VIII).
At Oberlin, with the performing opportunities extremely limited
I

as compared with those in New York City, and especially with the
I

lack of out,side performance opportunities, it would be eXpected
that this variable would not be important as a mechanism in
forming a student,' s view of hi s skill.
Two questions were independently substituted for number of
performances, and the model was'rerun.

These were the number of

performance s for which the student was paid, and. w,hether or not
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the student is a union member.

The distributions were extremely

skewed (Table 6.4), and nei ther one was a significant prediotor
of a'student's.,view of his skill.
TABLE 6.4:

Distributions of the number. of performances for
which students were paid, and for whether
or not·
,
,the student is a union member.

Number
Number

2!

paid performances

Freg,uencl

0
1

Percent

158
14
11

2

2

3
7'
8 or more

8,4.0%

84.0%

7.4%
5.9%
1.1%

91.4%
97.3%
98.4%
98.9%

0.5%

1

1.1%

2

Cum percent

100.0%

N=IBtl'
Is student -a , musician's
- union member?
Categorl

Freg,uencl

No
Yes
Not ascertained

Percent

171
16
1
N;"IBtl'

~

Percent

91.0.%

91.0%

8.5%

99.5%
100.0.%

0.5%

Moving from a student's view of his skill as the dependent
variable, it is

f~und

that, as expected, the view of skill is a

significant predictor of a student's present career plans, although only barely.

By

far the strongest predictor of present

career plans is the student's plans when he first came to Oberlin,
showing what was discovered in the previous chapter --- relatively
little changing of plans takes place.
To discover if thls relatlonship changes greatly when the
student's class is controlled, the coefficients were figured' for
each class separately (Figure 6.4).

Again only the significant

<

FIGURE 6.4:

Partial Path model by class,

Freshmen
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I

R's view of
his/her skill
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to Oberlin
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R' s present
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I
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to Oberlin

R's present
career plans
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I
!

-

Juniors

Seniors
~

R's view of
his/her skill

R's view of
his/her skill

r
!

1

340

R's career plans
.526·
upon coming
to Oberlin

R's present
career plans

R's career plans
upon coming
to Oberlin

!

l

I

.440)

R's present
career plans

\{)
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paths are shown.

It would be expected that the student's career

plans when he first came to Oberlin wouiJ.d b,e a weaker predictor
for tho se students who are uppercla ssmen, wi th a ri se in the

t
the results must be

predicti ve power of the student's view ?f h s skill. . Due to the
small number of students in each class,

con-

sidered tentative.
It is seen that the expectations are supported, with the
exception of·the seniors, where the power of the student's career
plans at first doe s not decrease, but the student· s view of hi s
skill is not a significant predictor.

In no case, though, does

the, situation. found in Figure 6.3 come

flos~

to reversing itself

--- the student's career plans when he (irslt came to Oberlin is
consi stently the strongest predictor of his present career plans.
The en tire model was also run controllrn g for sex (Figure

6.5).

Again, it must be remembered thaF th1ere is a substantial

drop in the number of students entered ~nto each analysis, which
must call into question the validity of the data being used in
this way.

Only the significant paths are shown.

First, the women will be considered.

At first glance, it is
,

I

apparent that there is a break in the model' between instrumental
other encouragement at Time 3 from Time 2.

This is consistent

with the overall model (Figure 6.3), which found a large drop in
i

predictive power on that path from the previous path.
l

.-

It may be

due to the fact that, between Time 2 and Time 3, there is a break
I

•

\

in the actual persons who are the important instrumental others.
students no longer take from their old teacper, but now study
with a school teacher, whose encouragement may be very different
,
I
from that of the former teacher.

. FIGURE 6.5: Path model by sex ..
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The other major difference found between the female model
when compared with the model of all respondents (and with the
male model) is the strengthiof expressive other encouragement,
extending to the point that it is a Significant predi!'tor on the
student's view of her skill.

It may in part be due toI the tradf-

tional fact that women tend to remain closer to their 'families and
put more importance in expressive friendship supports than do
men.

It may also be due to the fact that, from the family's

point of view, music is a more legitimat,e profession for women
than, for men, and therefore the support does not suffer a break
when women decide to study toward a music career.
MusiC, especially in American culture, is often seen as being
feminine in cha'racter.

It'is "emotional" and, in addition, it is

not seen as having great instrume;ntal value, in a sooiety devoted
to instrumental 'lprogress" (see Parsons, 1964: pp,o' 155-182).
Women traditionally have not had to worry about being successful
in a career.

It is therefore seen as fine for them to spend

their time on music.

Music is also fine as an avocation for men,

but often when the young man decides to attempt to make a career
of music, he meets with substantial family resistence (Cambor,
1962).

Not only is music considered somewhat eff,laminate through-

out a good deal of the culture, but it is seen to be an unstable
career as ,well.

MUsic is often seen to offer very insecure em-

ployment (which, at least for performance careers, is true).
Whereas women are not thought to have to worry about this job
insecurity, it is thought that men do.

Therefore, expressive

significant other encouragement received and perceived by the
men may be greatly reduced when they decide to pursue music as

,

10)
a career.
The female model also shows a great deal less predictive
power on the student's view of her skill by objective performance
skill and instrumental others. Time ), than the male model.
~,

may be due to .women not being as good as
with'regard

~o

Thi s

'

her skill.

men in picking
up cues
,

Crosstabulations were run on sex by

new of skill, objective performance skill, and instrumental
other encouragement, Time ), in an a'ttempt to see if the relation, ,ship could, be explained by di fference s by sex in tho se items.
The only significant difference was found in,that men have a
higher new of their skill than women (Table 6 • .5).
Crosstabulation of the sum score of the student's
view of his/her skill by sex.

TABLE 6.5:

, Sex

student '1!

~

of skill

Low

Medium

High

Female

40.0%

4).0%

17.0%

100

Male

28.4%

40.9%

)0.6%

88

Chi Square = 6.225

DF= )

[

P less, than .05

,This may account :tn part for the differential coeffi,cients.
The male model also, shows a few variations for which an adequate explanation is not, readily available.
\

The path between

'

expressive other encouragement, Time 1, and instrumental other
encouragement, Time 2, is not significant.

This may be due to

the men establishing instrumental other contacts earlier than the
women, or to the women having more need for expressive other, encouragement in order to establish instrumental contacts.
do not allow a testing of these notions.

The data
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Finally.

0

bjecti ve performance skill has dropped as a

significant predictor of significant other encouragement.
. explanation for this is not readily avallable.

An

The whole area

of the different 'socialization processes ~fmen and ~omen into
the music world is an area in need of further

resear~h.

'To briefly summarize' this. chapter, it was found that, as
expected on the basis of the findings in Chapter V, students who
view their musical skill as relatively high and enter planning
on a non-performance career tend to swi t.ch to a performance career,
and those who enter planning a performance career and view their
skill as relatively low tend to switch to non-performance career
plans.

The expected process of socialization is operating, but

not to the degree expected on the basi s of market considerations.
An explanation for this will be attempted in the following chapter.

The path model developed al so seems to support the conclusions
reached earlier.

Expressive significant others are seen as im-

portant in helping to establish oontact with instrumental others,
but their direct effect on a student's present view of hi s skill
is, at least for men, not significant.
otherencourageme~t

Instrumental significant

at the present time does have a significant

effect on the student's view of his skill, as does objective perI

formanceskill, showing that a student does indeed assess his skill
in ways other than' through significant other feedback.

The number

of performances engaged in, unlike in Kadushin's study, does not
.

I

have a significant effect on the student's View of his skill',
reflecting the narrower range of performing opportunities available at Oberlin in comparison with New York City.

Finally, the

student's .view of his skill does significantly effect his career
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plans, although by far the strongest predictor of a student I s
present career plans are his plans when he .first came. to Oberlin.
This reflects the fact that relatively few changes in plans do
11

occur.

CHAPTER

m.:

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Through the testing of the hypotheses previously presented,
as well as the testing of the path model of socialization to a
view of skill and career plans in music, a number of conclusions
have been reached.

Before proceeding to a consideration of those

conclusions, an overall summary of what .was predicted will be made.
On the basis of certain aspects of organization theory
(Thompson, 1967;

Blau and scott, 1962;

Perl stadt , 1972), the

Conservatory is viewed as an organization which is greatly influencedby its environment.

It is an organization which must

rely' on the enviil:'onment for its input (talented students) and for
a market for its output (qualified professional musicians).

The

professional market for musicians is such that most jobs available
are teaching jobs, with very few musicians being able to earn their
liVing solely by performance.

Those musicians who stand a chance

at a performing career are usually only those who have reached
the highest level of performance skill.
Logically, it is thought that a socialization process takes
place at the music school which,through significant other enc)

couragement or lack of encouragement (Kuhn, 1954;

1970;

Denzin, 1966;

stryker, 1957;

Yinger, et, al.,

McDill and Coleman, 1965;

pugh, et •. al., 1971) regarding the student.' s skill, the student
forms an opinion of his skill and assesses what his chances are
of being successful in. one or another of the music careers available.

The music school not only teaches skills but, as 1s the
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case with other professional schools (Becker, et. al., 1961),
teaches and reinforces professional values as well (Kadushin,
1968).

Most students enter, the s~hool as performance majors.

performance is the music career with the highest prestige, but,
with the fewest jobs in the market.

Given these

fact~,

it is

logical to predict that a process goes on at the Conservatory
whereby only those with the highest skill in performance are encouraged to continue planning ona performance career, with those
with relatively less performance skill being encouraged to enter
the teaching profession.
It was found, however, that this is not the case.
majori ty of Conservatory students graduate

Wi

While the

th a performance

degree and plan on a performance career, only a very small percentage actually go on to a

perfo~mance

career (Belcheff, 1971).

It was the purpose of this thesis to explore the socialization
process regarding the development of the student's view of his
,skill and his career plans to determine if the eXpected process
is not operating, and if it is operating, to offer an explanation
as to why a closer equilibrium between ,the career plans of the
students and the market they will enter 1s not reached.

.

,

It was predicted that there are various factors which influence
,

students not to change career plans toward teaching, regardless
i

,

of their musical skill.
1~

The major factors were thought to be:

A very strong value-status orientation of iboth students
and faculty which views performance as the highest ideal
one can reach in the music world, and which Views music
teaching as a secondary endeavor, to be engaged in on a
full-time basis by those who lack the talent or skill to
, be successful in a performance career.

2. ' The importance of the value-status orientation shared

by the students an,d faculty is enhanced by the lack of
alternative supports other than the major teacher which
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are available, especially the lack of outside performing opportunities.
The school has both formal and informal mechanisms through
which i t

mig~t,!

influence a stUden't to a1 te;r hi s ca.reer plans ..

It was found that formal sanctions, both positive and'negative
(scholarships,. competitions;

control through committee evalu-

ations and screening), were not at all extensively employed.

The '.

major portion of this paper was then devoted to examining the informal mechanisms which might influence a student to change his
plans.
'Three sets of hypotheses were developed in an attempt to
clarify the relation between significant.other ,encouragement,
a student's view of hi s skill, hi s career plS;ns, and factors such
as sex, class,' and the student's objective skill.

The findings

concerning these hypotheses will now be briefly reviewed.
I.

Concerning significant· others in general.
1 •. In general, the more encouragement' a student feels he
receives from significant others, the higher will be
the student's view of his skill.

This hypothesiS was partially supported on the basis of
correlation analysis.

The relationship' is significant only for

significant other'encouragement received at the present time, but
not for encouragement repeived in the past.
More importantly, the availability of significant
others familiar with the music field is strongly
related to how accurate a student's view of his
skill will be.
I
This proposition was supported through correlation analysis.
A significant relationship was found between objective performance
skill and the student's view of,his musical skill for those 'students who 11stedan instrumental other (private music teacher,
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school music teacher) as most'important, while no significant
relationship was found for those who listed an expressive other
(mother, father, other relative, friend) as most important.
'\!'

,

Ii;

.-,

was also found,that students tend to equate musical skill with
' /

'

performance skill, as no significant correlation was found
between objective ,teaching skill and a student's view of hi s skill.
II. ,Concerning the student'.l':l relationshi'e wi th
applied teacher.

~

major

The most importa.nt significant other from the student's
point of view concerning the student's present progress
toward a music career is that student' s major applied
teacher.

,t,.

,This hypothesis was shown to be true through the frequency
di stri bUtion.
la.

A student's major applied teacher will be seen as a
more important significant other concerning the student's musical progre,ss by seniors than by freshmen.

The expected ,relationship did not appear strongly.

While

more important for seniors, freshmen seem to come to see the
major applied teacher as extremely important very early in their'
school career.
lb.

Students of higher musical Skill will more often deem
their present teacher the most important significant
other, concerning the student's musical progress,
while those of lower skill will deem a former teacher
or family member most important.
'

The results on the tests of this hypothesis are inconclusive.
i

It seems that the 'influence of the, major tea.cher is' salien,t,
regardless of the skill of the student.
2.

The major applied teachers view performance as, the
highest mUsical achievement toward which the better
students should strive, with teaching being an alternative available for those who are most likely
not to be able to make it in a performance career.

There were no data which could dire,ctly test this proposi-
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tion.

However, through a fact.or analysis .on the teachers' ratings

of the students, it was found that the teachers used a very d.if. ferent set of items for assessing the likeliho.od .of a student
being successful at a perf.ormance career t'him for the,likeliho.od
.of a student being successful at a teaching career.

,"Hard" items

measuring musical skill were assessed when c.onsidering a performance career,and "soft" items (such as effort, pers.onality) were
used in judging the p.ossibility .of a teaching career.

'·.3.

students 'see perf.ormance as viewed as a higher status
.occupati.on than teaching by these in the music world.

This hyp.otheSis was supp.orted by the data thr.ough an examinatibn .of the meansc.ore rankings of vari.ous music .occupati.ons.
CrosstabUlati.onssh.owed no significant difference in the ratings
between these aspiring t.o be ,perf.ormers and those aspiring t.o be
teachers.

3.a.

Thi s effects the student I s view .of hi s skill, 1IIi th
those planning a n.on'-performance career seeing their
skill as l.ower than those planning a performance Career
of the same objective skill.

Through

an

examination of the students ".overrating" and

"underrating"their .objective musical skill, it was f.ound that
students planning to go .on t.o a performance Career tended to
.overrate their skill, while these planning .on a'tea.ohing career
tended t.o underrate their skill.
III.

1.

I

Further fact.ors effecting stUdents' views .of their skill,
: .objective skill, and co=i tment !£ careeFpY"ans.
seni.ors.will have higher views .of their .own musical
skill than will freshmen.

A correlati.on analysis f.ound a significant relati.onship
between a student's class and his view .of his skill.

2.

Skill and c.ommitmentto a set of career plans are not
usually related.
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A partial correlation found that there is a relationship
which is signific.ant between a student's commitment and his
performance skill, but only, through his view of his skill.
The hypothesi s', is therefore sUpported.

J.

"

A student's school class is not related to skill
or
,
commitment.

The reslllts are inconclusive.

CrosstabUlations show that

there is not a linear relationship, but leave open the possibility
that a complex non-linear relationship does exist.
4.

sex 1s not related to commi tment or musi cal skill, but
is related to certain aspects of skill.

Crosstabulationsrevealed that the only relationship which
is significant is between sex and the likelihood of a student
being successful in a performance career.

Women were rated sig-

nificantly less likely to be sUcc,essful by their teachers than men.
To summarize more formally the conclusions, which have been
discussed above:
1.

The sum of significant other supports at the present
time is strongly related to a student's view of his
mUsical skill.

2.

The establishment of a relationship with an instrumental
significant other which is strong enough for the student
to deem it the "most important encouragement" he has
'recei ved is important in that:
,
a. It reinforces other encouragement the student
has received, making summary encouragement more
significant; and
,b. It improve s the accuracy of a student's judgement
of hi s musical skill as compared with the measure
of his objective performance skill.

J.

The major applied teacher is the significant other
seen by the students as most influential concerning
the students' present musical progress, and is, therefore, the significant other to whom most students look
in assessing their progress and skill.
a. This relationship holds, regardless of class,
sex, or the skill of the student.
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4. ,Teachers take different factors into account when judging

the likelihood of a student's being successful in a performance career than are considered concerning a student's
likelihood of success in a teaching career.
a. ,"Hard" musical items are taken into account con,cerning'the performance car,~er (potential, tech'nique, musicality, overall ability).
b. '''Soft'' items are those seen as relevant to
a teaching career (effort. personality, and
overall progre ss) •
'

5.

From this, it is concluded that when teachers give career
advice to students, or through informal mechanisms, they
consciously or unconsciously tend to influence those
with high musical ability toward a performance career,
and those with lower musical ability toward a teaching
career.

6.

Students greatly agree on the differing prestige levels
certain occupations have in the music world.
a. "Performance jobs are generally held as having
higher prestige than teaching jobs.
b. This is recognized to be so by both those students planning on a performance career and those
planning on a teaching career.

'7.

This fact, plus the way teachers tend to view the
needed for a person to make a successful career of performance or teaching, ,effects a student's view of hi s skill such that, if he plans on a
teaching career, he is likely to underrate his musical
skill, and if he plans on a performance career, he is
likely to overrate his musical skill.
characteris~ics

On the basis of these conclusions, it seems as though most
factors expected on the basi s of socialization theory are born
out --- ,'the procel!ls is operating.

The analysis of the path model

developed yields similar support (Chapter VI).

'It may be sum-

marized in the following conclusions:
1.

2.

The support received from instrumental significant
others at earlier times is a good predictor .of the
amount of instrumental other support received later.
a. Ther,e is, however, a drop in predictive power
when a student comes to Oberlin, signifying a'
break from the old others and establishment
of new other relationships.
The support received from expressive significant
others at earlier times is a good predictor of the
,amount of expressive other support received later.
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Objective performance skill and instrumental other
support are significant predictors of the student's
view of hi s musical skill; the number of performances
a student engages in, and expressive other support,
as well as teaching skill, are not direct predictors.
While the student's view of his skill is a significant
predictor of his present career plans, the strongest
predictor is the student's career plan upon poming.'to
Oberlin.
a. This relationship, while being influenced by the
student's class, remains essentially the same.
A student's sex influences these conclusions in that:
a •. Expressi ve other support is more important for women.
b.· There is a greater break between pre sent and
'
previous instrumental other support for women.
c. ,performance skill does not significantiy predict
the amount of other support received by women.'
The analysis of the hypotheses, plus the thirteen conclusions
just outlined, shows that there,is a socialization process which
operates and, especially on the basis of instrumental significant
other encouragement, influences the student in forming a view of
his own skill.

Further analysis revealed. that those students

who change plans to a teaching career view .their skill lower than
those who change their plans to a performance career.
!

While the socialization process found in

thi~

study seems to

,operate in the Way and the direction expected, it was also found
that, while a student's view of his skill is a significant predictor of 'what his career plans are, by far the most significant
predictorls the career planned when he first came to Oberlin.
This implies that very Ii ttle changing goes on.

This conclusion

is confirmed through cro sstabulatfon of the career planned by the
student when he first came to the school with his present career
plans.

Moreover, it is found that an almost identical percentage

of students switch their plans
swi tchtheir plans

~

~

performance

teaching to performance

!2.

teachi~.

~~

The socia11-

zation process which influences change works, but it works .J2Q!h

To return to the major factors which were expected to act
as deterrents to career plan: change , as st~ted in the beginning
of this chapter:
1.

There isa strong value-status orientation toward music

careers.

It does seem·to be ,shared by students and faculty.

It seems to some extent to encourage some students to switch to
performaricecareers if their skill is deemed adequate, while
not deterring a nearly equal percentage of students from changing
from performance careers to teaching.

It may have to do with the

relatively low overall change in either direction, but itis not
preventing the' socialization process from operating, as was
theorized.
2 •. The student - teacher relationship is very likely more
importantdtie

to

the lack of other instrumental supports available

to the studen'ts •. Again , however, it does not limit the operation
.

I

..

of socialization processes and career plan changes from taking
place.
There is, then, a dilemma to explain.

The original dilemma

is at least partially solved --- the socialization prooess whereby
students of higher skill tend toward performanoe, and students of
lower skill tend toward teaohing, is operating.

But it is not

operating relative to the market situation --- approximately the
same number of students who enter the school planning on a performanoe oareer leave the school planning on a performanoe career.
How oan this be explained?
The mOst ple.us1bleexplanation seems to be the relative.
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isolation of the Oberiin Conservatory from the professional
music world.

While at the Conservatory, the student has little

opportuni ty to engage in professional acti vi ties which would
,

,

gi ve him feedtJack from the others who ~lill judge him once he
graduates.

He cannot gradually break into the music

those attending a conservatory in a city.

~orld

like

He cannot come to

judge his talent by comparing it with professionals, or gain
experience by playing before a wide variety of audiences.

His

major reference group by which he can judge his music.al ability
consists of his fellow students.
, This interpretation explains why the sa.me percent were found
,

to change". to performance plans as were found to change to teaching
pla.ns.
.~

The students who View their skill relatively high compared

fellow Oberlin students tend, to hold plans leading to a per-

formance career;

the stud,ents who View their skill relatively

low compared !Q!h fellow Oberlin' students tend to hold plans
leading to a teaching career.

The students have relatively little

I

basis on which to compare their skill with anyone else.

The ten-

dency is, for four years, to equate the music world with Oberlin.
While the theoretical argument concerning the "frog pond"
effect .of reference groups on academic achievement and career
aspirations (DaVis,

1966;. Werts and Watley, 1969) is con-

cerned witJ;l a different, question,. the findings of this thesis
support at least some of Davis's conclUsions concerning relative
deprivation theory.

Davis reasoned that undergraduate career

choice. is dependent on "academic self-concept", which in turn
is influenced by the student' s'assessment of his academic ability
in relation to his schoolmates.

The critical reference group
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for Davis is that of the students at the same school, not the
larger group of students in general.

The conclusions reached

here lend support to thi s theory, ,although the sUpport is puri

ported only to be an example of the theory.

It works'at Oberlin,

not because the students might be inclined to compareithemselves with non-Oberlin music students or professional musicians,
but because there' i s a lack of opportuni ty for them to make
informed comparisons.
This idea, can also be tied to Goffman's concept of total
institutions.

The Oberlin Conservatory is certainly not a total

institution in the sense of a prison or a mental hospital.

It

does not have th~ ritual, desocialization, resocialization, and
elaborate control structure which are characteristic of sUch
insti tutions

.',

.

at least nqt in a ,blatant sense.

However, the

isolation of the Conservatory from the professional music world
does greatly increase the importance of the school itself in influencing the

student'~

view of his skill and career plans.

The

school is the main place where the student can test his skills.
Those at the school are his major --- in most cases only --sourCe of instrumental other feedbaCk.
character by default

~--

Oberlin assumes this

it did not, like prisons or mental hos-

pitals, plan to isolate its inmates.

This seems to suggest another

type of total institution, or, if I may, a partially total institution, which isin avery different context from the ones
Gorfman explored, yet still develops some of the same characteristics ,with some of the same consequences.

An interesting topic

for future research would be a more systematic

an~lysis

Conservatory along the dimensions set forth by Goffman.

of the
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some implications can be made concerning significant other
and reference group theory as well.

These findings support the

idea that the availability of significant others who will lend
support is more important than the mere sum of supports received.
More specifically, the availability of others who provide relevant
support with regard to the situation under consideration is seen
as the important factor.

Regarding a student's view of his skill,

the. family is important at first, but its role is transferred as,
time goes on to' instrumental others, who can usUally provide
more '''expert'' feedback.

They reflect the-reference group to

whic,h the student aspires.
However, that aspirational . reference- group is not a strong
direct influence on,encouraging the student to change his career
plans.

At Oberlin, the student seems to change plans Using his

peers as a reference group.

He' sees himself in relation to

others aspiring toward a similar career, not in relation to those
who have made it.

The,fact that very soon they will be competing

for jobs with those who have already "made i til seems to be a part
of reality students at Oberlin can at least partly. avoid.

As

mentioned above, the main reason for thi s seems to be trie social
setting.

One must proceed with caution when attempting to gener-

alize concernirig the importance of a certain type of reference
group (for example, local or cosmopolitan) in influencing decisions.

The availability and type of contact between the person

and, the reference' group is a variable which must not be overlooked. ,
Ret~rning the analYsis to iin organizational level, it must be

asked why the school has not responded to the market situation by

employing its

form~l

sanctions more rigorously or by using its

informal sanctions in a way which would encourage more students
to train for a teaching
career.

car~er

rather than for a performance

Consideration must return to the value factors men-

tioned at the beginning of this chapter.

It is nece·ssary to

examine the place o·f music in American society in order to understand how. this attitude came about, and its significance in relation to the larger system.
Concert sQcieties began in this country later than in Europe.
Until well into this century, "classical" music found its base
of financial and moral support in the well-to-do elites.

This

type of music is hot native to America -.,.- i thas been primarily
imported.

It was considered by the American elite part of the

high 'cul tural tradition of the west.

Appreciating "good music,1

was an embellishment of high status, as were the adornments which
go with concert litfe for an audience --- being seen in new furs,
socializing in public with
others of like status, and so forth.
,
The concert was a social event of the upper class. This basically
followed the European model. but, because the music was culturally
foreign .to most Americans,
the mass support for the arts did not
. '
appear in the last century, but has only recently been appearing
to any significant extent.
Due to the vocationalization of performing music and moves
by musicians to professionalize, economic demands were made which
. ,

outran the ability of elite individuals to meet.

Appeals for

mass support were. begun, both to elicit support from the middle
class and to justify an attempt 'for music organizations to receive increased support from public tax money.

The attempt to
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make classical music accessible to the masses is still going on.
I t meets, however, with fairly substantial resistance.

The

artist as a full-time profession,as well as the content of "classical music" and its presumed functions beyond. entertainment, have
been and are foreign ideas to the "mass audience" being wooed
(Nash, 1964;

Wilson, 1964;

Lowenthal, 1961).

Musical performance

and creation, if not wholly considered "feminine"; is thought to
be a nice·avocation, but certainly not a "useful" career.

The

music teacher,. .especially in the public schools, also suffers
from the instrumentally-oriented ·American value system (parsons,
.1964 ).
The general SOCiety, then, is not inclined to have a high
understanding or opinion of classical music or the musician.
Moreover, the status connotations still hang on --- classical
music may be all right for the "upper crust", but the lower
classes certainly cannot understand it.

This view is often ex-

pressed by low and high sooial class persons, as well as musicians.
The mUsicians themselves have been trained for the most part
in the European tradition.
European models.

Conservatories have been built along

MUsiCians are isolated culturally from much

Of the society at large (Westby, 1960).

A conflict emerges ---

musicians want to share their art through performance.and/or
teaching, but the environment from wh4:oh they need support is not
supportive of them.

performers, however, do not come into con-

tact with this value confiict as much as do teachers.

Teachers

must deal directly with students, families, and school boards
that do not value music..

performers are usually in contact at

;Least with administrators who value their art and audiences who
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freely want to hear it.

This advantage for performers is, of

course, gained at a price --- the financial support is too thiri
to allow many people to be abie to support 'themsel ve s through
performing.
The difficulties of a teacher are known to those, in the
Conservatory. 'Most have been greatly involved with public school
music programs and even then have felt the value conflicts di scussed above.

Often they have been better musicians as seniors

in high school ,than their high school band director is at the
pre sent time.

The better musicians are likely to flow upward

in the status scale to better teaching jobs or to performance.
students have seen their school music programs undervalued and
underfunded.

These factors, plus the lack of selectivity on the

basis of musical talent in school ,music organizations, combine
to make teaching (especially public school teaching) a most
undesirable job, and to keep the 'better talented students from
going into teaching after they graduate from the Conservatory.
students are not deceived into thinking that a performance
I;lareer is easy, or that the life of a performer is always full of
joy.

But one othe,r factor is influential in influencing students

,
to see performance as the highest musical ideal --- that of
musical expression.

The expressive, mystical content of music

and the importanceofindividuil.l musical interpretation through
performance have been built into the musical value structure
since the last century.

To write or perform music is set up as

the most creative experience a fine musician can have.

This

aspect of personal expression encourages one" toacoept muoh in
~he way of finanoial insecurity and. possi bili ty of defeat in. order
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to hope of attaining the goal of performer.
An implication of this analysi s to organizational li teratu're
is to cite the importance, of hi sto,rioal development in explaining
organizational struoture.

The organization as an "open system"

ha,s developed through interaotion wi th its environment over time.
Any explanation of organizational features now or prediotion of
them in the future mUst to be adequate consider the organization's
past (as is done by, for example, Lipset, et,(al., 1956).

I t may

put many constraints on the set of aotions an organization may
take.
;

In additibn; some problems are found with Thompson's ooncept

of rationality norms.

Under' such norms, Thompson would expeot

the organization when using intensive technology to attempt to
inoorporate the objeot worked on ,.-- in thi s oase, the music
student.

The laok of outside influenoes should, then, be seen

by the Conservatory as a "good thing",

But is it?

Might. not a

gradual "breaking from, the womb" into the professional music
world better help prepare the student for what will follow, and
enhanoe his ohanoes for coping.well?

And if he copes well,

might he not have. a better chance at a "better" job, thereby
refleoting more favorably on the school?

It is proposed that

simply having more power over the object worked on is not necessarily an advantage for the organization, as there are some funotions which people or groups outside the organization might better
fulfill to.the·advantage of the organization.
The cultural position of the music sohool, then, tends to
isolate it from considerations 'dealing with the general environment.

There is little .value congruity between those at the
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school and the general public concerning the value of musical
activities.

The school is certainly influenced by its environ i

ment', but, to use another phi-ase of Thompson's, especially by
its "task environment":

the parts of its env1.:tbnment which are

especially crucial to its operation.

It does deal with the

market as a part of that task environment, which in turn is to
j

a large degree determined by the feelings of the 'general public
, about music.

However, the market --- the music jobs available ---

serve as a buffer, protecting the school from some influences of
the general public.

So long as ,the schools produce enough pro-

fessional musicians to satisfy the market, the market cannot be
, expected to complain.

The fact that the schools produce too many

professional musicians for the market does not hurt the market at
all.'

So long as the schools ovex:produce. there is no reason to

, expect trat any pressure will come from the market for the schools
to alter the type of musician it' gives as output.

As discussed above, .. the.musicians who are connected with :,\";
I

the school have cultural and value commitments which would inhibit a large-scale change of student career plans in the direction of teaching ,careers.

In addition, there are some practical
I

organizational reasons why the Conservatory cannot respond to the
market situation by changing its emphasis from performance to
teaching.

One reason is, simply, tradition.

It is inherently

difficult for an organization to change its basic goals, once
entrenched.

Unlike many organizations, which have experienced

technological changes in this century which have compelled organizational change, the music, 'school still has the same basiC
technology it has had for the pa st century.

Change s in demand
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may still bring about changes in supply --- witness the growth
of interest in computer music and the subsequent changes in curricula.

However, no real demand by the job market has been

created.

The traditional technology --- imparting skills in per-

formance and (though with updating) music theory and

~usic

history --- is still dominant.
Also tied with the Conservatory tradition is' the fact that the
Conservatory has a reputation as one of the top five music SChools
in the country.

Considering the occupational status hierarchy

in the music world, it follows that the "best" SChools must malntain their image by producing, in the first place, fine performers.

The reputation of a school in the. last analYsis hangs on

the success of its graduate performers.' One famous pianist is
worth 1,000 worthy musi c teachers,_
A practical reason discussed above in another context is
also related to this problem.

As in most any organization,

there are internal diVisions
which vie for power Vis a vis the
,
others (Michels, 1959;

Nieburg, 1969).

The applied faculty

themselves fought fora secure place in.the music world.

They

would not be likely to agree to give up some of their facul.ty
,

positions for the sake of equity.
butter issue.

To them it is a bread and

These are powerful force s which operate against

any change in the basic orientation of the

institution~

Both cultural and structural reasons are found which explain
why the Conservatory, While socializing students to Change their
Career to teaching if they are of relatively low performance
skill and to performance if they have relatively high performance
skill, does not do so to an extent that would bring it to
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equilibrium with its market.

In what areas might future research

be useful in order to clarify this situation yet further?
1.

Work on the early socialization of music students

would be most profitable.

Except for significant other en-

couragement, little was said regarding differential characteristics which students bring to the music school.

Data for such

analysis are available and could profitablY be tied in with what
has been examined in this thesis.

For example, answers to s'lch

questions as family and demographic backgrounds of music students,
early exposure to music, and early significant other relationships
coul,d be explored in depth, adding insight into the characteristics
a student brings wi th him to the school.
2.

A closer examination of the student - teacher interaction

is also in order.

The importance,of the teacher in influencing

the developmi:lnt by the student of a view of his skill, as well as
in influencing career plans and Value orientations of the student,
has been found to be great.

Learning more about the mechanisms

by which these influences make themselves known would be very
valuable to an understanding of the sChool socialization process.
Moreover, a systematic comparison of the'student- teacher relationship in a music school with comparable relationships in
other situations (for example, graduate sChool students and
I

teachers, gang members and gang leaders ,BUddhi st monks and
initiates) would be of interest in at,tempting to spell out general
interaction processes.

J.

Further study of organizational factors leading to

cultural and value change, as well as the effects of culture
on organizational structure and goals, would be valuable.

Con-
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nections between these factors concerning the music school.
have been shown, but not in a systematic way.

Analysis of these

factors would be enlightening insofar as a change in one element
may be shown to effect a change in the others.

.The scope of this

paper included the study of certain changes in individuals or
,

.

aggregates of ind:ividuals.

It should be balanced by a study of

organizational and extra-organizational change as related to
the music school.

The author would see this as the area where

future research is most needed •
.4.

Study of the music system as a whole, and its relation

to other institutions in society. is also very much needed.
It is the area where the least work has been done, but is the
area where relationships must be explicated before a full
understanding of the processes which go on within the music
system can take place.

POSTLUDE

This theals has been concerned with the study of certain
aspects of the training of young men and women who are bound
toward a music career.

It has been implied that there is a

problem in the "musical career system" as it now 9perates:

too

many musicians are being-trained in areas of a field where there
are too few jobs.

If the reader has received the impression

that the author thinks this situation is "bad", he is partly
correct.

Too many men and women leave music school only to find

that much of their training has not been relevant to what their
career will turn out to be.
,But none of us, least of all the author, should make the
fallacy of equating the "relevant" wi th the "good".

Those

"musically overtrained" housewives, lawyers, and sOCiologists
cannot help, because of their training in and love of the art of
music, to influence others to appreciate some of the beauty of
life which they may otherwise have never enjoyed.
1i ves are richer for i·t.

And our own

To be of value, a music education need

not lead to a music career.
The faith in the human good of music has been stated in many
ways.

Possibly it, is as the composer Ernst Levy wrote lin this

century:
"To a humanity looking for elements of hope, music ought to be
an important matter. we may even say that man will begin to
recover the moment he takes art as seriously as physiCS,
'chemi stry or money. 'rhere is no human acti vi ty that asks
for such a harmonious cooperation of 'intellect' and
'soul' 'as artistic creation and, especially, music • • •
l'lusic is human. Music is also extra-human inasmuch as it is
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a mirror of universal laws. To destructive analysis music
opposes .synthesis. To the uniformization of science.
which reduces qualities to quantities, music opposes a
hierarchy of values. Our mechanized minds need to be
musicalized. We have developed only half or-manlS -possibilities, or rather, have developed that half completely out of proportion to the other half. We 'have
deified the intellect, we have separated it completely
from the other side of human nature. We must seek a
'synthesis. Music as an art and as a science cando
it. This is nota petty problem. It is the problem
of our time."
--or, more simply, as the composer William Byrd
four hundred years ago:
:"Since singing is so' good a thing
I wi sh all men would learn to sing."

st~ted

.1
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A certain responsibility is felt· by the author to go beyond
the analysis of these que'stions and to suggest some possible
solutions to the problems confronting the school and ,the students. I am not in a position to judge the feasi bili ty of
these recommendations, but it is hoped that in some small
measure they may help the Conservatory confront some of the problems it faces in attempting to maintain and improve its position
of high esteem in the music world, and in attempting to give its
students the best training possible.
Given the. purposes of the .Oberlin Conservatory, and on the
basis of the findings of this study, the following recommendations
are sugge sted:
1.

To increase the probability of landing top input, Oberlin
should institute a program of talent scholarships.

The Oberlin Conservatory has advantages and disadvantages
when it vies with its

~ompetitors

for talent.

What is for one

student a "plus" --- a certain teacher, an isolated location, a
college there, too
back.

However,

no

may for another student be seen as a drawstudent would consider the lack of talent

scholarships as an Oberlin advantage.

Oberlin is attempting to

draw the top performance talent available.

Its competil. tors have

an advantage in that most all of them offer talent scholarships
--- they can be a most powerful tool in swaying a student toward
a certain school.

At least as important as the actual material

benefits (if one assumes that, given the present Oberlin financial aid program, the student doesn't really "need" the money in
order to attend school) are the psychological, symbolic benefits
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--- "school 'A' really must believe in my talent and want me.
They've given me a talent scholarship I"
Granted, scholarship money is never easy to come by, and,
if talent scholarships are instituted, the' gains made, through
them must be balanced against the losses.of; for instance,
students who would not fall in .this top talent bracket, but who
do need money in order to attend.

Possibly a balance could be

reached whereby a relatively small amount of the total scholarship money would be alloted to talent scholarships, thereby not
depri ving many of those who need the money, but being enough to
draw a number of top students who otherwise would not attend.
The fact seems to, be that if costs of attending the school continue to go up, and Oberlin continues to attempt to draw the top
performing talent available, the total lack of this major tool
used to attract ,that talent successfully by competitors can do
nothing but place Oberlin at a di.sadvantage.
2.0bltrlin should encourage students, when judged competent
by their major: teachers, to perform outside the school,
both individually and in school groups. The Conservatory should take the initiative in attempting to locate
playing opportunities (preferably paying jobs).
such a program seems to be essential in order for' the students to adequately judge hOl'f well .they would like a performance
career, as well as to develop accurate views of their skill and
professional

self~concepts.

For the school, it would bring great

gains in public relations as well.

For the audiences, it would

give them a chance to hear music they might otherwise not hear,
possibly developing an appreciation for a type of music they were
not familiar with, and thereby t\1e school would be helping develop
a larger base of support for its art, as well as itself.
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Many school s have full-time concert bureaus, where performing
opportunities are sought for faculty and students.
seem to be a good idea for Oberlin.

This would'

Kadushin found that payment

for performances seemed to enhance the professional s,elf-concept
of students, e.specially on a. symbolic basi s --- they are able to
"play profe ssional" before being totally thrust into the professional world.

A concert bureau could negotiate for nominal

fees from groups in order to attempt to give this symboliC benefit
to students.

The fact that pay seems to. operate at a symbolic

level would suggest that even a very small fee might usually do,
not putting too much strain on the organizations hiring the
musicians.

J.

Oberlin should encourage students to attempt their hand
at teaching, both on their major applied instruments and
in classroom situations.

students have been encouraged to teach their major applied
instruments, and this encouragement seems to be increasing.
If funds could be found so that the school could subsidize lessons gi ven by students to townRpeople who cannot afford lessons,
this would improve the situaBion still more.

The students would

have a greater opportuni ty to teach, and people who would not
normally be able to study music would be given the chance to do so.
If possible, efforts should be made to encourage students to
c)
teach in classroom' (academic and musical performance -group)
situations as well.

The student teaching program in the music

educa tion department doe s not allow the student to try hi shand
at teaching until late in his Oberlin career, making it too late
for many who find theY,do not enjoy teaching to change their major
without a great deal of difficulty.

In addition, if teaching
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experience were provided for performance majors as well, many
may enjoy it and be enticed. to change their plans to a teaching"
career.
4.

An effort should be made to inform the students of the
market situation and of what life is like in,the career
the. students plan to enter.
"-

While the school does not formally have a responsibility to
do this, it would be very beneficial to the student, and of little
cost to the school, if such an effort were made.

The isolation

of Oberlin makes it difficult for the students to assess these
factors on their own.

Alu=i and friends of faculty and students

who are in different areas of the music field could be brought
in, probably only costing the school expenses, to discuss their
career and area of music.

Al ternati ve careers in the music world

with, which the students may not be familiar, such as arts administration, could be introduced in this way.

5. '.' The school should. encourage the students to avail themselves of musical experlencesavailable in the sUrrounding
area.
Cleveland is only an hour's drive from Oberlin.
Orchestra is located there.
in Cleveland.

The Cleveland

Many solo and chamber recitals go on

It is, however, extremely difficult for students

to attend these performances.
to have, cars on campus.

students are not generally allowed

College transportation could be provided

at a nominal cost ,on a regular basis in order to allow students
to make regular use of these opportunities.

6.

A more active placement service should be provided in an
attempt to place students in jobs after graduation.

Again, while there is no formal responsibility for the
school to attempt to place grad.uates, it is in the school's
self-interest, as well as the student's interest, to have stu-
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dents placed in good musical jobs.

The faculty at Oberlin are

now primarily teachers --- unlike the faculty at City music
schools, they do not now generally, have the contacts which would

...,

help them sponsor their graduating students into musical job
networks.
The school, therefore, might take the responsibility of
actively seeking informa.tion regarding jobs available.' They
should make this information conveniently available to students
and acti veJ..y seek to make contacts in the music world who might
provide a source of jobs to Oberlin graduates.

Money might be

proVided to help students afford to take auditions or interviews
they otherwise could not take.

It would seem to be in the school's

interest to carryon as active and professional a placement program as it does an admissions program.

It is through its graduates

in the professional world that the reputation of the school is
made. and only through maintaining a top reputation as a producer of fine music pe,rformers and teachers can the school hope
to continue to draw top talent as input.

7., The Conservatory should use to the fulle st the possi bilities afforded by its association with Oberlin College
in increasing the interdisciplinary work possible for
Conservatory students.

The curriculum of the Oberlin Conservatory has been greatly
expanded in its scope'over the past several years.

The student

now has a chance to become familiar with many different aspects
of music with which he would not previously have had contact.
Besides broadening a student's knowledge and interests, this has
allowed him to gain an interest in fields where there may be a
.

, I

'

.

lack of qualified people for the jobs available, either now or
in years to come.
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The resources of oberlin College give opportunities for
the .school to develop even more broadly in this direction.
Numerous interdiscipli.nary subjects could be suggested which
II

would give students an opportunity to see music from a wider
perspective from that now available:

for e'Xample,

c~urses

in

the psychology of music, acoustics, music and intellectual history ,popular. music and cuI ture, and, of course (I), the sociology
of music.

At no other school does the author know of a situation

which would be better suited to establishing a comprehensive
program to study the relationsh~p of music with culture and society.

By broadening the interests of students through creative

study of these various aspects of musiC, it might allow them to
be able to take an aggresRive role in relation to the job market.
They would be·· able to offer knowledge and service s which very
few others could offer, thereby,in some measure, giving them
some possibility of creating jobs and disciplines.
Which brings me to one final,yet important, point.

The

Oberlin Conservatory's major goal seems to be producing performers.

Yet the great majority of the graduates it sends into the

market ·end up teaching.

I s i t s goal real i sti c and de si ra bl e?

Unle ss Oberlin considers approximately 8 percent of its
graduates who are successful in performance as being evidence of
successful meeting of its major goal, or unless some changes are
instituted which change this figure, i.t lOOks as thoUgh' the goal
is not realistiC.

Whether or not it is desirable is up to those

at the school to decide.

Alternatives can be found which, while

still not deemphasiz.1ng the importance or excellence of performance, might greatly broaden the scope of an Oberlin Con-
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servatoryeducation.

For example, given Oberlin's humanistic

tradition; and given that for musical life in this country to
. grow·, more public support must be found;
will be done

by

I

and given' that thi s

getting more people to enjoy music; a~d given

that Oberlin's main . "product" is teachers, regardless, of the
stated organizational goal --- Oberlin could consider changing
its emphaSis-:in the direction of developing innovative education
programs at all levels.

A center for music education might be

started which would concern itself with all aspects of the subject, some of which might be:

what are the .best methods by which.

to teach young school Children to enjoy music?
ren's concerts w0rk?

Can or do child-

How might adults come to enjoy a type of

music they have never kl101'Jn?

Research on such- questions would

involve much interdi sciplinary work.

The research could be done

here and teachers trained who would use Oberlin's missionary zeal
in attempting to gain 'support for music in America.

Some way

would have to be found, to .counteract the low self-image that
"music teacher"conjures up, but that could be done,if a change
in direction were really desired.

And still, I'd expect that 8

percent· of those who graduate would end up in performance, and
,

-

the quality of the performance program would not have to be dimini shed.
This i s only one example of how Oberlin might change.

It is

my suggestion not that this direction be taken, but that the
Conservatory's. direction and goal s be di scussed.
is changing.

The music world

Oberlin College and Oberlin Conservatory are changing •

. Thi s cannot be. stopped, nor shoul d it be.

Thi s the si s, among

other things, asked if the students know where they are heading
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concerning their career plans.
of the Conservatory.

A similar question can be asked

An organization is in a much better posi J

tion if it plans the direction of its change rather than having
"

to adjust piecemeal to changes imposed by conditions from the
outside.

If a goal change is warranted, it behooves Oberlin to

know in what direction it wants that change to be in.

If a goal

change is· not warranted, ,it behooves Oberlin not to be ashamed
about its posttion 01' training a musical elite and do such things
as inst1 tute talent s.cholarships so that, it can adequately compete
with. its competitors in that field.
Which boils down simply to the advice I would give to any
organization,as 'well as any person:

"Know Thyself".

Through

knowledge and plann.ed action, the organization can indeed gain
much control over its future.

I

APPENDIX ]2.:
~

QUESTIONNAIRE

TIME STARTED __________

Interviel,er's na.'lle
Interviewer's numher _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SURVEY OF CO;<SERVATORY STUDENTS'
BACKGROUNDS Ai'lD ATTITUDES

To begin with, we'd like to get a fel, pieces of information about you and your
family background.
1.

Are you now a freshman, sophomore, junior, or senior?

11.

2.

Freshman

I

}2.

Sophomore

I 13.

JUllior \

14.

Senio!]

Have you ever attended another undergraduate college besides Oberlin?

flo
2a.

10.

yes!
-.i(IF YES)

No

1

What college was that?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD COLLEGE)

2b.

Iff1at was your major or intended major while there?
(RECORD 1.1AJOR)

3.

How old were you on your last birthday?
(RECORD R' SAGE)

4.

5.

Are you noVi single, engaged, or married?

r

1.

Single!

2 . Engaged I
1r::--------r

\3.

Married

I

Other

(SPECIFY)

-25.

What is your home state? (iZECORD STATE IF U.S., COUNTRY IF OUTSIDE U.S.)
IF NECESSARY: where you were living before coming to Oberlin)
________________________ (RECORD STATE OR COUNTRY)

6.

M1ich of the following best describes your home conmlUni ty (IF NECESSARY:
where you W0Tl' living before coming to Oberlin)? (INTERVIEWER: READ CATEGORIES AS GIVEN BELOW) Would you say it's a . . .

11.

Small town (less tha11 25,000)

I 12.

Small city (25,000 - 100,000)

F-"'--C-it-y-I-ne-t-r-o-p-o-l-l-'s-(-o-v-e-r-s-0-o-,-O-o-o-c)11

City (100,000 - 500,000)

7. Was the neighborhood you grew up in made up mostly of people of one ethnic
group or race, or was i t mixed? (IF NECESSARY: within a fifteen minute I;alk
of your house)

I0.
8.

11.

One grouEI

Mixed

,,'nat group I,as this? (What groups were these?)
______________(RECORD ETHi'/ICGROUP OR GROUPS)

9.

While you were growing up, were your family's friends mostly people in your
neighborhood or outside your neighborhood?

I o.
10.

In

I. 12.

11.

Outsider

Both equally

\111at is your parents' present marital status? Are they married, separated,
di vorced, or widmved?

10.

Married!

12.

Separated

I.

~;).

Di vorcedl

\1.

Widowed
.J;

(IF WIDOWED)
lOa.

Is it your mother or father I1ho is still alive?

11.

Fatherf

12 .

f·lother [

I

-311 '. How many brothers do you have?

(RECORD NlJf.iBER OF BROTHERS)
12.

How many sisters do you have?

(RECORD NUMBER OF SISTERS)

(IF R !lAS A'lY BROTHERS Al'<D/OR SISTERS)
12a.

How many of them (Did he) (Did she) ever study music?
_ _ _ _._ _ _ (RECORD NUMBER THAT STUDIED lI'lUSIC)

(IF ANY STUDIED I.iUSIC)

12b.

How many of them (Is he) (Is she) in a musical career or studying
tOlmrd a music career?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD NUMBER IN OR STUDYING FOR A gUSIC CAREER)

12c.

How many of them are (Is your brother) (Is your sister) older
than you?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD NlJ1·lBER OLDER THAI'l R)

13.

14.

\vhat type of work does (did) your father do? (PROBE FOR DETAIL
UNCLEAR)

(IF R' S MOTHER IS ALIVE)
Is your mother employed at present?

11.

yesl

10.

No

.!£

AT ALL

-4-

,j,.
(IF YES)
14a.

What does she do? (PROBE FOR DETAIL)

14b.

Is it a part-time or full-time job?

11.
15.

Full-timel

10.

Part-time

Vias your mother employed while you were growing up?
1.

Yes

I 10.

Ho

I

V
(IF Y2S)

lSa.

What job did she hold then? (PROBE FOR DETAIL)

ISb.

Was that job part or full time?

JI.
16.

Full-time!

10 .

Part-time

I

How much education does (did) your father have?

11.

Some grade school

I

12.

13.

Some high school

[

(4. Completed high school

t

Some college

17.

Some graduate school or more

5.

J_

16 .

I

Completed grade school

Completed college

L

-=r-

-517.

18.

And how much education does (did) your mother have?

j1.

Some grade school

I 3.

Some high school

15.

Some college

17 •

Some graduate school or more

I
L

!2.

Completed grade school

I

14 .

Completed high school

l-

j6.

Completed college

=r

I

Were both your parents born in the United States?

b.

Yes

I

10 .

No

I

.J,
(IF NO)
18a.

Where Here they born?
Mother_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Fatner___________________________

l8b.

19.

When did they com" to this country?

Hm, about your grandparents? In what countries Here tlwy born? First, how
about on your mother's side, and then on your father's side.
Father's side

Mother's side
Grandmother

Grandmother

Grandfather____________

Grandfather _______________

-------------------

20.

What is (was) your father's religious preference?

11.

protestant\

f 2.

Catholic \

r.

JeI<ish

I

4.

Other (SPECIFY)

-6-

J
(IF PROT.)
20a.

21.

And what denomination is that?

And "hat is ("as) your mother' s religious preference?

11.

Protestant

U2.

Catholic!

[3.

JeWlSh] 4.

Other (SPECIFy)

(IF PROT.)
21a.

22.

And "hat denomination is that?

And what is your religious preference?

r.Protestant!

£2.

Catholi c

I 13 .

Jewish

1
(IF PROT.)
22a.

And "hat denomination is that?

I r4-.--0-th-e-r--(-iP-ECIF-Y-)-----

-723.

As you were growing up, who was more influential on the whole in the
direction and control of the affairs of your family? Your father, your
mother, or were beth about equally influential?

IO.

Father

I.

11.

Both about equal

iYf

24.

What is your present major?

25.

And what is your major applied instrument?

, 2.

Mot!lerJ

Now !' d like to turn to Some questions about your background and your early
study of wusie.
26.

To begin with, did your family listen to a great deal, some, or very
little lHusic in your home while you were gro~..ring up?

f 2.
27.

! 11.

Some

I1

0 . . Very little]

Of the music they listened to, was most of it classical, non-classical,
or split about evenly between classical and non-classical?

12.
23.

A gre at de a1

Classical

I

u=

Split about even

I I

O.

Non-classical

1

Nhile you were growing up, did your parents play musical instruments or
sing?

I 3.

Yes,

bO~ 12.

Yes, motherl

II.

Yes,

fath~~l

I O.
I

No

1

-8-

~
(IF YES)

28a.

,J..
Jid they (he) (sI1e) play or sing ia any musical groups w lIe you
were groHing up?

11.

Yesl

10 . No

l

~
(IF YES)
,,)/

28b.

What groups were they (and which parent perfonned7)

(RECORD GROlJP(S) AND PARENT(S)

29.

Do you or your parents OIm any musical instruments Hhich have been in
your family for more than one generation?

[I.

Yes

f

I

O.

No

I

J"

(IF YES)
,[/

29a.

What kind of instrument is it?

.________ (RECORD INSTRU:1ENT)
29b.

Who in the family first olffied it? (PROBE FOR RELATIONSHIP TO R)

______________________._________ (RECORD RELATIVE)
30.

Do you own a musical instrument?

I o. I
No

-9-

J-(IF YES)
30a.

:111 at is it?
(RECORD HiSTRUnENT)

30b.

did you get it? (INTERVIElIER: IF ;,IORE TllAl\!
tInea did you get your first instrument?)
~Vhen

(RECORD WHEN R GOT
30c.

O;~E O~'"ri~ED }

ASK:

I"~~·{U·,,,,·m)

1'1;'11

bL..oHl

Did you buy it yourself, or was it a gift?

II.

Self

II

O.

Gift

I

+-

(IF GIFT)
30d.

Villa gave it to you? (PROBE FOR RELATION

TO 11.)

31.

,
hre tllere any relatlves

o.

Yes (SPECIFY)

No

I

3esides those in which you or members of your family participated, hO\'1I
often did your family attend musical events:I such as concerts, recitals ~
or operas? :Vould you say often, sometimes, seldom, or l1ever?

\3.

33.

,

c
11,m1eu~ate
ri'
.a.laly

wao you remember
playing musical instruments or singing? (PROBE FOR RELATIONSHIP TO 11.)

1.

32.

- your

.
beS1(le~

Often

I 12 .

Somet i;;'-S]

11.

Seldom

I

(0.

Never

I

Ho.! about other artistic events such as theater or art snows? Did they

attend often;> sometimes, seldom> or never?
13.

Often

I 12.

sometimesl

p.

seldom!.

O.

Never

-1034.

HOI, old \1ere you when you started singing or playing a musical instrument?

(RECORD AGE R STi,RTED)
35.

ivhen you first began studying music, hOloJ much did the following people
encourage you? Dfd they strongly encourage you, somel.vhat encourage you~
somewhat discourage you, strongly discourage you, or "'ere they indifferent?
First, how about your . . .

I.lother
Father
Brother or sister
(if any)
Other relatives
Friends of your parents
Your own friends
TI'1e teacher who gave
you lessons

Other musician.s and
music teachers
School teachers

Guidance counselors
Your m'ln playing

Are there any others?
(SPECIFY)

4

3

E+

E-

2
I

1

o

D-

D+

-1135a.

Which one of those persons was most influential concerning your
early study of music?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD PERSON MOST INFLUENTIAL)

36.

How old were you when you first thoueht about making a career of music?
_____________ (RECORD AGE R FIRST THOUGHT OF 1iAKING MUSIC A
CAREER)

37 ~

At what age did you decide to become a professional musician?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD AGE R DECIDED)

38.

How definitely decided arG you now on bocoming a professional musician?
Are you definitely decided, fairly decided, somm,hat undecided, or quite
undecidGd?

Definitely

II.

Somewhat undecided

18.
390

decide1'·"

, 3.

(2.

L 10 _

Fairly decided

!

Quite undecided

I

I,ould pref8r something else

I

lema first encouraged you to think about music as a career?
(PROBE FOR RELATIONSHIP TO R)

40.

111lich of the following kinds of performance experience did you have before
comine to Oberlin?

I IQ.

School band

flo

School orchestra

E- Yes I

[0.

No

School choir

li·

I

10 •

No

Yes

Yes

No

L

-12Church music

/I.

yes!

10 •

No

!

Youth orchestra

I!.

yesl

10 .

No

I

Community orchestra

II.

Yesl

fO:NO-r

Chamber group

II.

Yesl

10.

Na

Youth choir

Il.

yesl

\0.

No

Communi ty choir

II.

Yesl

fD.N-;J

Solo experience

Il.

yesl

10.

No

State competitions

k

yesl

10.

No

Other competitions

11.

yesl

10.

No

I

Other (SPECIFY)

41.

Did you study your present applied instrument privately before coming
to Obcrlin?

II.

YCSI

o.

No

~

(IF YES)

,.----_.__ ......-.....-...._-------------j
41a.

42.

When did you start studying i t privately?

Did you study another instru.'llent privately before coming to Oberlin?

\1.

yes!

I

o.

No

-13-

J.
(IF YES)

42a.

What was it?

_ _ _ _o

/

42b.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(RECORD INSTRUMENT)

And when did you start studying that instrument privately?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(RECORD WHEN R STARTED STUDYING)

43.

(IF YES TO 41 OR 42)

--.v-

43.

-

Did your private teacher(s) encourage you to attend Oberlin?

10 .
44.

No

I

Would you t811 me how many music courses, not including performing groups,
were available in your high school?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD NUMBER OF CLASSES AVAILABLE)

45.

How many of these classes did you take?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD NUHBER OF CLASSES TAKEN)

46.

How ,;ould you characterize your high school's music program? Would you
say it was excellent, good, average, poor, or very poor?

14 .
47.

Excellen1

13 .

GOOdl

I

2.

Averag~

11.

poo~ 1 0 .

Very poor

I

About hal; many extra-curricular activities \Vere you in during high school?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD NUABER OF ACTIVITIES)

.J."
(IF tu'JY)

47a.

And how many of these were musical activities?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD NUMBER OF MUSICAL ACTIVITIES)

-14-

48.

During high school, did you seriously consider any other possible profession
besides music?

II.

Yes!

Io.

N01

~
(IF YES)

48a.

Wl1at career \Vas

it?

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD OTHER CAREER)

49.

Why did you decide to study toward a career in music?

50.

When you decided to think about entering music as a career, which of the
follOldng people strongly encouraged you, somel\That encouraged you, somewhat discouraged you, strongly discouraged you, or were indifferent?
Your . . .

l"'Jother

Father
Brother or sister
(if any)
Other relatives
Friends of your parents
Your own friends
Th.e teacher who gave

you lessons (if any)

4

3

E+

E-

2
I

1

o

D-

D+

,
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4

3

E+

E-

2
I

1

o

D-

D+

-

Other musicians or
music teachers
Schaal teachers
Guidance counselors

Your own playing

Are there any others?
(SPECIFY)

50a.

h~1ich of those persons \>las most influential concerning your
thinking about going into a music career?

-------------------------(RECORD
51.

During high school, did you date morc often, about as often, or less often
than most in your school?

O.

52.

MOST INFLUENTIAL PERSON)

!

More oftenl

1.

About as often

I

2.

Less often

I

About hoVi many very close friends I'ould you say you had in high school?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CRECORD NU"iBER OF FRIEfmS)

J

(IF ANY)

52a.

HoVi ma.'1Y of them "ere musicia.'1S at that time?

----------------------

52b.

(RECORD NU[·mER~iHO WERE
1flJSICIA,'liS)

Ho" m""y of them "ould you still consider very close friends?
________________ (RECORD NUMBER WHO

fLl~E

STILL FRIENDS)

-16-

53.

About hOI; llluch time a 'veek did you spend 1'racticbg in high school?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CRECORD HOURS PRACTICED)

54.

How lllany competitions for parts, prizes, or performances both at and outside Oberlin did you enter in the past two years?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CLIST NUlclllER ENTERED)

5 ;-) .

How many of those did you \-lin?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD NUHBER iVOi·J)

56.

\fhen you came to Oberlin, what exactly did you pl:m to do as a career?
(PROBE FOR DETAIL)

57.

Have those plans changed?

11.
57a.

ro=NO

Yes

.J,.

..}

(IF YES)

(IF NO)

\,Ij'nat are your career
plans novi?

57b.

Have you ever seriously
considered changing those
1'12115 since coming to Oberlin?

11.

Yes

+

I.

Io. NO]

(IF YES)

157c.

What

changes did you

consider.

I

-17Now i' d like to ask you a few ques tions concerning your general opinions about
music and about yourself as a musician.
58.

l1hat job do you think the general public ranks on the same level as
"classical musician"?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(RECORD JOB)

59.

Differont p00ple attach different degrees of importance to their career
"'hen they consider it as a part of their total lib. For your personal
happiness and fulfillment, hOI; important is it that you are successful
in carrying out your present career plans? Would you say i t is very important, quite import::hlt somewhat import2Jlt, or not very importOJ'lt?
J

13.
I-SERIES:

veryl

12.

Quite

I j 1.

Somewhat

I

10.

Not very

TI,e rest of this series of questions ",ill go a little easier if you
fill it out yourself. If you should have any questions about the
meaning of anything you're asked to do, just ask. (HAND RESPONDENT
I-SERIES Ai'lD PENCIL)

I'd now like to ask you some questions concerning your opinions about Oberlin,
and then we' 11 be through.
60.

What were Oberlin's biggest drawing cards for you?

61.

In ecneral, is the education you t rc getting at Oberlin better than you
thought i t would be, about as good as you thouGht i t ",ould be, or not as
good as you thought it would be?

12.

Better

I

11.

About

as~

o.

Not as good

-18-

62.

Compared with others in your teachor's studio, would you say you are above
average in musical skill, about average in musical skill, or below average
in musical skill?

12.
63.

11.

Above Average

About average

I

O.

I.

Below average

How about compared with all Conservatory students? Would you say you are

above average, about average, or below average in musical skill?

12•
64.

I

11.

o.

About averagel

Below average

I

How about compared with the average professional in your fiold? Would you
say you are above aVerage, about average, or belm'! average in musical skill?

12.
65.

Above average

!

,\bove average '-

1.

About average

I

10.

Below 8vorage

So far this semester, about how m~~y performances, both at and outside
Oberlin (the school), have you participated in?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD NUMBER OF PERFORMANCES)

66.

How many of these IVere performances for which you were paid?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD NUMBER PAID)

67.

So far this semester, about how many recitals and concerts in which you did
not perform did you attend?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD NUMBER ATTENDED)

68.

Do you belong to a musician'S union?

Yes

1.

69.

About how much time

c.

I I

O.

No

week do you spend in a practice room?

-----------------------------(RECORD HOURS PRACTICING)

-1970.

About how much time a week do you spend rehearsing with a group?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD HOURS REHEARSING)

71.

How many extra-curricular activities have you participated in at Oberlin?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD NUMBER OF EXTRA-CURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES)

~
(IF ANY)

71a.

fu,d how many of these are musical activities?

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(RECORD NUMBER OF MUSICAL ACTIVITIES)

72.

Is the pressure at Oberlin greater than you'd like it to be, about right
for you, or not as great as you'd like it to be?

10.
73.

O.

I

[2.

Not ereat enough

Greater

I

11.

About right

I

1 2•

Not great enough I

Would you say there are too m2J1Y performing opportunities, enough performing opportunities, or not enough performing opportunities for you at
Oberlin?

10.
75.

About right

How about the competition? Is it gT3ater than you 1 d like it to be, about
right for you, or not as great as you'd like it to be?

I
74.

[1.

Greater

Too many

I

1.

Enough

2.

Not enough

J

Concerning the progress you are making here at Oberlin, [lre you very
satisfied, somewhat satisfied, somewhat dissatisfied, or very dissatisfied?

13.

Very satisfied

11.

Somewhat dissatisfied

2.

t

10 .

Somewhat satisfied

Very dissatisfied

r
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76.

How encouraging are the following people concerning your present
progress in music? Are they strongly encouraging, s0111ewhat encouragingJl
somewhat discouraging, strongly discouraging, or indifferent?

First, your . . .
4

3

:6+

E-

2
I

1

a

D-

D+

l-iother

Father

Brother or sister
Cif any)
Friends of your parents
Your own friends

I

Your major teacher
Other musicians or
music teachers
Your own playing
Are there others?
(SPECIFY)

76a.

Which one of those people is most influential concerning
your present progress?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CRECORD HOST INFLUENTIAL
PERSON)

-21-

77.

As you well know, many skills are needed in order to make music your

career. Concerning the skills needed by the professional musician,
is Oberlin teaching you too much, enough, or not enough of each of
the following skills:
1.

2.

Too much

Enough

o.

Not enough

Music History

Performance technique
1,1usicali t1 (conveying
feeling through music
and interpretation)
[,lusic theory
Musicianship (performance etiquette, etc.) 1--------;--------+----------1
Liberal Arts
iiusic Education
78.

Concerning the quality of courses at Oberlin, would you say that
Conservatory courses are usually better than College courses,
College courses are usually better than Conservatory courses, or
Conservatory and College courses are of about the same quality?

12.

Con courses better

11.
79.

I

Io.

College courses betterl

Both about eqUal!

About how many very close friends would you say you now have, both
at and away from Oberlin?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD NUMBER OF FRIENDS)
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JCIF ANY)

79a.

HOI" many of them did you meet at Oberlin?

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CRECORD NiJ1mER HET AT OBERLIN)

79b.

How many of them are musicians?
_ _ _ _ (RECORD NUMBER OF nUSICIANS)

80.

Among all your friends at Oberlin, do you associate mainly with students of the same major, Conservatory students of different majors,
College students, or students of all three areas about equally?

~' Can students

81.

12.

Can students

diff~rent majo~l

10.

College students

=r

11.

All about equallY

1

Concerning the friends you associate with most in the Conservatory,
what would you say overall concerning their musical ability as
compared with that of other Oberlin Conservatory students? Is it
above average, about average, or somewhat below average?

11.
82.

O.

Below average

I.

'iouid you say that your teacher spends most of his time wi til his
best students, with students other than his best students, or divides
his time about equally, regardless of the skill of the student?

l2.
83.

I

About average

Best students

I II.

Equally

I

O.

Not best students

!

Do you plal1 to go to graduate school once you leave Oberlin?

!1.

Yes

I

O.

No

I

.1 8.

Don't know
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~
(IF YES)
83a.

Do you have any idea where you

11.

Yes
--.//
(IF YES)

83b.

I o.

No

\~ould

like to go?

l

l'fnere is that?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD SCHOOL)

83c.

lIhat are you planning to major in?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (RECORD PLA.'lNED !.!AJOR)

84.

If you had the ability to be successful at any career you chose, in
Or out of music, what j·ob ,;ould you most like to hold? (INTERVIEWER:
PROBE FOR DETAIL)

85.

!~oW, just one last question. Of all the people who encouraged you in
music at various times, think of the three who provided you with t:le
most important encouragement. ;,no of those would you say was most
important? (INTERVIEWER: PROBE POR RELATION TO R)

8Sa.

Who was next most important?

8Sb.

And who was third most important?

That's it! Thank you very much, etc.
Time interview ended

---

THUrB;~AIL

SKETCH

TO BE FILLED OUT BY THE INTERVIEi1ER: DO f'JOT ASK RESPONDENT
T-1.

RJ s Sax:

T-2.

R~s

raC8:

! [l."tl;iDJ
I O. White I 11. Black
O.

Female

Oth.er

C-SP-E-CIF-Yl]

1---------.-,.
T-3.

R showed CCh0Ck one):

'('-4.

Are there

~ny

other

consider~tions

th:lt ouellt to be taken into

account in assessing th0 quality of this intervL.:;w?

'1'-5.

Total time of intGrview:
minut0s

I-A
INl'ERVIEli NUMBER ___________
INTERVIEWER

I-I.

Would you please rank the follm<ing schools in the order of your
opinion of them, "Iith 1 being the best, and 8 beinz the worst.
Consider only the seno'o1s i unq.c-rgraduate prograIl1s wi til special
emphasis to the degree tQward which you are studying.
ji

Curtis In.stitute of Music
_____ New England Cons.ervatory
Juilliard School of l'lUsic
California School of the Arts
Indiana University School of Music
_ _ _ _ ;'i;:u,hattan School of Husic
Oberlin Conservatory
Eastman School of Music
I-la.

To l-ihat schools have you ever applied?

I-lb.

At "hidt of those schools were you accepted?

I-il

I-Ic.

\'las Oberlin your first choice?
o~

1-2.

No

Would you please rank which of the following things are most im}lortont to you::. with ~!J'i! meaning most importaJlt~ and "6 n lH8alling teast
important of the things ment,ioned..
To be a loving person
To find the meaning of life
To work for social change

',fo become a good musician
To be successful in a music career
To be happy
1-3.

Please rank the followin," in the order of the prestize you feel they
have in the music world,~with "I" beine the highest status of those
lis,ted.'l and iI£,fd being thee lowest •.
Symphony Qrchestra musician
Opera chorus singer
Vocal or .instrumental soloist
Symphony conductor
PriVate music teacher

Hollywood studio perform"r
Public school music teacher
University music teacher
Chz.mber music p0xfoTIacr

1-4.

Who are the tIm best students studying your major at Oberlin?

J-C
1-5.

'please rate on each item belD\-; how important you feel it is for a
person in a music caracr to do the followinG in or4er to be successful. Put the number corresponding to importllilce beside each item.
The numbers are:
1. Very important
2. Somo1ilhat important
3. Not very important
4. Not important
5. Dou't know

-.----

l.

Work long hard hours

2.

Have much innate musical talent

3.

Have much personal ambition

4.

Have excellent teachers

5.

Have

6.

Attend an excellent schoo1

7.

Be a cutthroat comp()titor

8.

Krtmv the rieht people

9.

Havo a great deal of j'luck H

[L

selfless love of music

I··5a. Of the requirements you rated "1" or "2", which do you think
you are especially able to meet? That is, which of them are your
nstrollG points i' ? Plea:se list the nu.~bers of the items you select.

I-5b.

Again considering those requirements which you rated HIH or
,12 11 , plec,se list the nUl11bers of those in which you are afraid
you misht be deficient; that is, thos" yOu feel least able
to meet"

1-D

1-6.

tIe l.-<JQuld like to know whether you think of YOllrsel£ these days as a
music stude,nt) as J professional musician;l or as "part ~'{a.yl! between
a music student und
l'rofessiol1n.1 musician. As a siJur of-the-moment
judgment.$ Ifihere would you place yourself thes-Q days. Draw a vertical
line througl1 tltv ij1,j.ce on the line \'lhich represents how you feel.

a

1-7.

lNhich of the follo';J{ing conta.ct do you hnvG with your major teacher?
Check all that apply.
Attendance at social partios, in his' llouse

-------

Attendance at eroup classes he gives
Exchanr0 of letters vlhcn you or he is away
Gi ving him eifts'

Rocei ving his gifts
PosseSSiO!l of his IJicture

Advice and help ',;ith jobs

En.tinS dinner t0t,3ethcr
Spending

SUII'Jl\CrS

at.her?

\.fhat?

at same

cain.}!

or school

-----------------------

No con.tact oth0r than lessons
1-8.

IF YOU HAVE NO CAREER PLANS

J~S

YET, SKIP TO 1-9.

How committed would you sa)' you arc to carryin[3 out your present

career plans? Please circle the number rcpr8santinp; your present
cOhlmi tmcnt
COlillJi tmGfl t

o

1

Lowest

j

hIi th 118"

beinz highest corciiai t:ment, and "Od beini: lO\'Jest

5

2

3

"

5

6

7
Higliest

8

1-5
1-9.

How attr2_ctiv0 do you
Put the corresponding
The numbers are:
::;.
2.
L
O.

find those aSp0cts of the music profession?
number beside each item.
Ext:I'eme~y ai:tractivG
Considerably attractive
SomeHhat attractive
Hot attractive

A chance to meet interesting people
Some chance to become famol.ls
Being applauded by audience
A chance to mak? a r;ood living

Not being tied down to an offico job
The chance to bring good music to other peop1o
The chance to express yourself
111e chance to lrtakc good music together with other
1Uusi¢ians
OtilGT .What?_______________________

I-F
1-10.

Hov; much are you bothered by these aspects of the music profession?
Ag(lin, put the corr0spo:.,ding number beside' each item~

The aumbe-rs are:

3.
2.

Extrelllely bothered
Considerably bothered
SOJ:l!'Mhat bothered
Not bothered

1.
O.

Being nice to people you don't really care for
The chance of having to settle for a "ha.ck" music job
Being subject to unpredi.::table audiences
The uncertainty of making a good living
The long hours of practice
All the time you spend on tour

Pressure to conform to music that- happens to be
fashionable
Rivalry and jealo.usy bet,wen musicians
Theexpenso of starting a career
Other.
1-11.

What?

----------------------------

Again, con:sidBT the things ypU: Tanked earlier as to their impor-tance to you. In high school, how would you have ranked the same
set of goals?

To be a loving person
To find the meaning of life
To }\Iork for soci(ll change

To become

:l

good musician

To be successful in a mU$ic career
To be happy

Interview number

TEACHER'S SURVEY
1.

How would you rate this student in the follOl,ing areas?
Superior

Above avo.

Ave.

Below ave.

Potential
Technique
Musicality
Effort
Personality
Overall ability
Overall progress
2.

In your judgment, how likely is it that this student would be able to make
a successful career of:
likely

Possible

Performance

Teaching
Za.

If you answered either "unlikely", please check the appropriate
reason(s) .

Lack of musical ability
Does not work hard enough
Personality would hinder such a career
Other (please specify)

3.

Have you ever discussed this student's career plans with him (her)?

-2-

3a.

(IF YES)

t
4.

Was it at your instigation or at his (hers)?
Mine

IStudent's

h'hat is the attitude you have taken with this student concerning his (her)
career plans? (Please check each that applies)
I have tried not to influence him (her) regarding career
plans.

I have tried to influence the student to change plans,
which he (she) did.
I have tried to influence the student to change plans,
which he (she) did ~ do.
I have tried to encourage the student in his (her) career
pl&~s.

I do not know this student' s career plans.

Thank you.
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